
 

ABSTRACT 
 
SUN, MORAN HENRY. Piezoelectric Response of Spun Polyvinylidene Fluoride and 
High Density Polyethylene Bicomponent Fibers with Carbon Black. (Under the 
direction of Martin William King.) 
 
        Sensors and actuators featuring biomimetic properties, with linear and 

angular resolution, good compliance and long term biostability are in growing 

demand for applications such as synthetic muscles, sensor equipped limps and other 

bio-engineering designs.  Recent research papers have demonstrated that insulator 

materials coated with polypyrrole or polyaniline and combined with various dopants 

can achieve piezoresistive and dielectric properties, enabling the detection and 

displacement of local strains in polymer sheets, textile fibers and fabrics. 

It is known that composite films made from layers of carbon black (CB) 

filled polyvinylindene fluoride (PVDF) and high density polyethylene (HDPE) films 

provide stable piezoelectric behavior in the temperature range from 20 to 140 ºC and 

low tensile loss on exposure to moisture and hydrolytic conditions.  However, to date 

the literature contains no references to the use of this particular polymer system in 

fiber or textile form.  Moreover, since the resistivity of such composites can be 

quantitatively specified by selectively localizing CB in one polymer phase or at the 

interface of an immiscible polymer blend, it was hypothesized that bicomponent fiber 

spinning might lead to similar piezoelectric properties within individual fibers. 

This research study was therefore aimed first at determining whether a blend 

of PVDF and HDPE polymers filled with CB could be melt spun and drawn into a 

series of composite or bicomponent fibers using a laboratory extruder and drawing 

machine.  This was accomplished successfully with loadings of CB varying from 

zero to 27.7% by weight.  The second goal was to determine the weight fraction of 

CB that should be added to PVDF / HDPE composite fibers in order to optimize their 

electrical functionality and piezoelectric performance.  Analysis of the deformation 

of the as-spun and drawn fibers in their longitudinal direction during charging and 



 

discharging was conducted in a novel piezoresponse force microscope (PFM).  It 

demonstrated that increasing the CB content also increased the ferroelectric hysteresis 

and piezoelectric constant of the composite fiber up to the percolation threshold of 

20.7% of CB by weight. 

The CB was selectively located in the HDPE phase, resulting in a significant 

loss of crystallinity in the HDPE phase.  At the same time, the PVDF phase was 

transformed from a non-polar to a polar form.  The optimum spun and drawn 

composite piezoelectric fiber measuring 120 microns in diameter contained 56/32/12 

PVDF/HDPE/CB by weight.  Under the electric stimulation of a few volts it was 

predicted to be capable of producing a tensile force of about 2 x 10-2 N for a 350 mm 

long fiber with 1 mm2 cross-sectional area.  It is anticipated that a bundle of such 

piezoelectric fibers measuring 26 mm2 in cross-section could generate the force of 0.5 

N required to complete flexion of a human distal interphalangeal (finger) joint [22].  

The incorporation of CB filled HDPE produces a conductive matrix phase 

within these bicomponent fibers, which acts as an electrode around the PVDF regions, 

facilitating a more uniform distribution of the piezoelectric charge within the PVDF 

phase.  These encouraging results bode well for future piezoelectric fibers, which 

have both rapid electromechanical response and good biostability.  Additional larger 

scale tests are recommended to evaluate the efficiency of these novel biomaterials for 

use in biomedical and electrotextile end-uses. 
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1.0   INTRODUCTION 

 

The use of piezoelectric and conductive (P&C) materials as sensors and 

actuators has received increasing attention in recent years.  Much of the interest in 

these materials comes from the wide range of electromechanical properties, in which 

changes in stress and strain are recorded, converted and transmitted by electronic 

signals and vice versa. 

One of the accepted definitions for a sensor is “a protocol that detects a 

common set of behaviors and provides digital communications of materials remaining 

and functioning within a well defined distributed control environment” [ 1 ].  

Compared to a sensor, an actuator involves the inverse concept, and transforms digital 

signals into mechanical action.  The conversion factor and energy loss during sensing 

and actuation need to be taken into account when comparing the role of a sensor with 

that of an actuator. 

The demand for actuators featuring biomimetic properties, such as linear and 

angular movement, compliance and biostability is growing.  They are being used as 

strength generation actuators, sensor equipped limbs and in “smart” textile designs.  

Recent research papers have reported that insulator films coated with polypyrrole 

(PPy), polyaniline (PANi) or lead zirconate-titanate (PZT) ceramics in combination 

with various dopants can achieve piezoresistive and dielectric properties.  

Unfortunately, ceramic transducers are fragile and it is very difficult to produce them 

in large sizes.  Further, these piezoelectric materials have a relatively high acoustic 

impedance requiring complex damping and matching techniques to induce broadband 

signals [2].  Polymer piezoelectric materials have been known to exist since the end of 

the twenties, but the discovery of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) during the sixties 

made them useful for commercial ultrasonic transducer applications.  Piezoelectric 

polymers are associated with low noise and inherent damping that makes them very 

effective receivers as well as broadband transmitters for high frequencies tasks. 

Despite an abundance of literature in this field, only a limited amount of 
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work has been done on piezoelectric fibers that feature superior characteristics of 

flexibility, lightweight and low mechanical impedance compared to films and 

ceramics which tend to be stiffer.  The piezoelectric properties of fibers made by PPy 

and PANi have been studied for a number of years.  But they have the disadvantage of 

being highly dependent on ambient temperature and moisture conditions that 

influence the fibers’ performance and their commercial applications particularly in 

natural environments.  So the question remains how the piezoelectric properties of 

theses materials might be harnessed for the detection, activation and displacement on 

large scale textile fibers and fabrics rather than just films.  Applications for this 

technology would include phalangeal grippers or intelligent gloves, artificial muscles, 

the concept of nerve regeneration and acoustic devices [3]. 

There is therefore a growing need to identify alternative fiber forming 

polymers with piezoelectric characteristics that can be used in lightweight, flexible 

and stable textiles biosensors and actuators.  This thesis reports some preliminary 

studies on alternative piezoelectric fibers based on carbon black (CB) filled PVDF 

and high density polyethylene (HDPE) composites.  The main advantages of these 

materials are that they are electrically stable, they exhibit both piezoelectric and 

conductive behaviors over a wide temperature range from 20 - 140 ºC, and they are 

not susceptible to tensile loss when exposed to moisture or hydrolytic conditions.  

PVDF and HDPE composites also typically possess a high dielectric hysteresis and 

operating field strength, which means that they can withstand much higher driving 

fields than ceramics.  In addition, such PVDF and HDPE blends distribute CB 

preferentially in the HDPE phase enabling the composite to maintain both conductive 

[38] and piezoelectric properties within the same material.  This unique combination 

of properties may qualify these composite polymeric materials to fill niche areas 

where single crystals or ceramics are incapable of performing as effectively. 

A series of tests with the assistance of piezoresponse force microscopy 

(PFM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and a tensile mechanical tester together  

with crystalline polarization analysis and x-ray diffraction, were conducted on these 
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composite fibers so as to evaluate their longitudinal piezoconstants (d 33
), the stress 

generated in the phase of longitudinal displacement and the percolation threshold at 

which conductivity and piezoelectric behavior function best together. 
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2.0   REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

2.1         Smart Materials and Piezoelectricity 

 

The science and technology of the 21st century relies heavily on the 

development of smart materials.  A smart material is engineered atomically or 

molecularly to achieve the microstructure that is imbued with embedded sensors, 

actuators, and control mechanisms, giving it the capability of sensing and responding 

to external stimuli in a predetermined and controlled fashion [4]. 

The most popular smart material systems are piezoelectric materials, 

magnetostrictive materials, shape memory alloys, electrorheological fluids, 

electrostrictive materials and optical fibers.  However, among all these materials, 

piezoelectric materials are most widely used because of their wide bandwidth, fast 

electromechanical response, relatively low power and voltage requirements and high 

generative forces. 

Piezoelectricity, a term in Greek with the direct meaning of pressure 

electricity, is the generation of electrical polarization in a material in response to a 

mechanical stress.  Piezoelectric materials also display the converse effect; the 

mechanical deformation caused by the application of an electric charge or signal. 

The piezoelectric effect was discovered by the Curie brothers in 1880.  The 

practical use of piezoelectric materials became possible with Paul Langevin's 

discovery in 1916 of the piezoelectric characteristics of quartz crystals.  Following 

this discovery, it was observed that some crystalline materials demonstrate a 

spontaneous polarization along one axis of the crystal called ferroelectric behavior [5]. 

Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) identified as a piezoelectric material in 1969 by 

Kawai [6] was the first material to be recognized as a synthetic electret, which refers 

to an electrical analogue of a magnet.  For many years before the discovery by Kawai, 

Rochelle salt had been the only crystal that was known to have this ferroelectric 

property [7]. 
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Though the concept of electrets was introduced a century ago, no one had 

ever coupled both mechanical and electrical properties in one material before the 

advent of PVDF.  The piezoelectric properties of PVDF are contributed by the highly 

polarized monomeric units – 2CF – 2CH – (‘head-to-tail’) within the molecular 

backbone (see Figure 2.1).   

 

   

 a.  α-phase                                                            b.  β-phase 

                                            

c.  γ-phase 
Figure 2. 1:  Schematic view of α-, β- and γ- phases of PVDF.  White smaller ellipses 
represent – H –.  White bigger ellipses represent – F –.  Black circles on the backbone 
represent –C– 
 

PVDF is approximately half crystalline and half amorphous.  The crystalline 
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form consists of a non-polar α phase and a highly polar β phase.  The α phase is a 

non-polar phase, whereas the β phase has the hydrogen and fluorine atoms arranged to 

give maximum dipole moment per unit cell.  These dipole moments are randomly 

oriented until the polymer is electrically polarized.  Under the application of an 

electric field, the polymer chains inside the crystallites align themselves along the 

field by rotating the dipoles around the chain axis.  The piezoelectric response of 

PVDF polymers is the result of a net polarization.  

PVDF demonstrates hysteresis loops similar to those known from crystalline 

ferroelectric materials.  The polymer demonstrates a negative piezoelectric constant or 

piezoconstant, d 33
.  In another word, applying an electric field in the direction of 

polarization (film thickness or longitudinal length) causes the PVDF fiber length or 

film thickness to decrease [8].  PVDF has anisotropic piezoelectric characteristics.  In 

the plane of a film, the strongest effect is in the drawn or machine direction as 

opposed to the normal direction, i.e., d 33
 > d 31

 > 0.  The ratio of these two 

d constants can vary between 5 to 10 times [8]. 

With moderate to rapid cooling of the molten polymer, the as-spun PVDF 

fiber is normally in the α phase.  However, the α-unit cell is non-polar because of anti-

parallel packing of the chains.  The most important polymorph of PVDF is the β-

phase which is routinely obtained by uniaxially stretching the α phase along the 

longitudinal direction under elevated temperature.  β-unit PVDF has the unique 

characteristic of an all-trans conformation that results in all the fluorine atoms packed 

in a zig-zag formation on one side of the polymer chain.  All the hydrogen atoms are 

grouped on the other side of the chain.  This spatially symmetrical disposition of the 

hydrogen and fluorine atoms along the polymer chain gives rise to unique inherent 

polarity effects, which are responsible for the piezoelectric and pyroelectric properties, 

dielectric constant and crystal morphology [9].  Certain reversible transitions to the β 

form under mechanical deformation is nevertheless minimized when extremely close 

to the melting point, and most molecules end up with a mixture of α and β 
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polymorphs called the γ phase first reported by Cortili and Zerbi [10,11].  Another 

important existing phase of PVDF is the δ phase that can be formed either by applying 

pressure to cause reoriention or by electrically poling the α form [ 12 , 13 ].  Its 

interplanar spacings are the same as those of the α form, but different in intensity.  

Davis and co-workers and Naegele found that the polar α-PVDF has dipoles normal to 

the z-axis [11].  The δ form is not a stable state as it can be easily transformed into the 

β form by the application of intense electric fields. 

Defects in PVDF, caused by inverted monomeric units during polymerization 

or a kink-band during deformation, annealing, or high-temperature crystallization 

release the constraints between the zig-zag fluorine side and the hydrogen side of the 

β-form and create a higher intramolecular energy.  Farmer and coworkers were able to 

make β phase energetically more stable by limiting the polymer defect concentration 

(i.e. head-to-head and tail to tail) to less than 11% [14].  

Figure 2.2 depicts the transformations between the different phases of PVDF. 

 

Figure 2. 2  Transformations between different phases in PVDF 
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2.2 Piezoelectric and Conductive (P&C) Behaviors 

 

The first use of P&C materials involved the development of muscles or 

actuators in which the detection and conversion of applied signals led to displacement 

and local strains in textile fabrics.  Pseudomuscular actuators were invented to 

reproduce the functional features of skeletal muscles by using polypyrrole (PPy) film 

doped with benzenesulphonate anions [15], or two pre-electrodeposited PPy films 

sandwiching a hydrin layer prepared from poly(epichlorohydrin-co-ethylene oxide) in 

tetrahydrofuran (THF) [15].  PPy was shown to be a possible actuation material in the 

presence of an ionic reservoir, whereas the required strain (either expansion or 

contraction) can only be obtained at typically 300 V for a 10 µm thick strip with a 20 

second time delay.  The response time is decreased by means of a suitable scaling 

down of the strip thickness.  However the lack of steady state response and 

insufficient energy conversion limit its commercial application. 

The second use of P&C materials has involved the gripper or intelligent 

glove for microrobots, which appears to match the full motion of phalangeal (finger) 

joints. By analyzing the biomechanical requirements Spinks and coworkers at the 

University of Woolongong have predicted the need for an actuator 35 cm long that is 

capable of generating a tensile force of 0.5 N in order to completely flex a human 

distal interphalangeal joint [ 16 ].  PPy doped tetrabutylammonium 

hexafluorophosphate and carbon nanotubes were investigated in isometric and 

isotonic experiments.  PPy and carbon nanotubes behave in opposite strain directions 

when undergoing changes in applied load.  A PPy actuator reported to have 35 cm in 

length and a cross-section of only a few mm² should be sufficient to open and close 

the finger joints.  However, the challenge remains to demonstrate that PPy can meet 

these requirements [22]. 

The third use of P&C materials has involved in the wearable motherboard 

sensor integrated into woven fabric where it can monitor the vital signs of soldiers 

during combat and of patients at home or in healthcare facilities.  This design was 
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processed and patented by Jayaraman, et al. with plastic optical fibers (POF) spirally 

stitched into a single-piece undershirt (Georgia Tech Institute).  The details of the 

weaving composite can be referred to in U.S. Patent 6,145,551.  Monitoring and 

treatment of humans include those in post-operative recovery (e.g. stump surgery); 

geriatric patients particularly in remote areas and individual rehabilitation.  Patients 

discharged after stump surgery typically experience a sense of “loss” with an artificial 

limb.  The P&C materials implanted in contact with the wound or the skin are able to 

sense the displacement and swelling of the fabric and indicate with vocal or optical 

warnings that a motion or stress has reached its limit. 

 

2.3  Minimum Requirements for Fiber Forming Sensors and/or Actuators 

 

As far as a functional biosensor and/or actuator is concerned, it is desirable to 

target performances which equal or exceed those of natural muscles.  Sensing and 

actuation are reversible procedures that require similar critical mechanical and 

electrical properties when considering candidate materials. 

The minimum stress that skeletal muscles can generate was found by 

Mazzoldi and Rossi to be at least equal to 0.1 to 0.5 MPa [17].  This value is often 

seen as the minimum force density required for a biomimetic actuator.  Large active 

strains with up to 10% linear displacement are expected in pseudo-muscles. 

Fast response time is also required.  Depending on the application, the 

required response time is scattered over a wide range.  For skeletal muscles, the 

mechanical tension becomes maximum within 0.01 – 0.1 s after neural excitation for a 

single twitch.  The average shortening speed of an unloaded sarcomere is about 5 

µm/s, which means that a muscular fiber is supposed to shrink 20 % in 0.2 s [18].  

However, sometimes the importance of the actual response time doesn’t count as 

much if completion of a complicated and delicate movement is involved. 

High efficiency in power/weight conversion is another key factor of an 

efficient sensor and actuator.  Typical output power density of human muscles is of 
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the order of 0.1 kW/kg and depends very much on training.  Transient peaks as high 

as l kW/kg can be generated [ 19 ].  The minimum acceptable ratio of output 

mechanical work to input chemical energy for a muscle generator is about 45 % [20].  

Having a low triggering electric voltage to elicit the mechanical response may lead to 

more successful implantations.  The electropotential stimulus should not be higher 

than a few volts.  In addition, the polymer must not exhibit mechanical creep, because 

a conducting polymer actuator must be maintained in a specified mechanical and 

dimensional state without consuming energy [21]. 

 

2.4  Experience with Polypyrrole (PPy) 

 

Polypyrrole (PPy) films and carbon nanotube sheets are currently the most 

commonly used materials in the electrotextiles arena.  G. M. Spinks and his coworkers 

at the University of Wollongong, Australia, have dedicated much effort over the years 

to this area of study.  They have found that under isotonic conditions (i.e. under 

constant applied load) both PPy polymer and carbon nanotubes generate stress and 

strain, and behave like skeletal muscle in stimulating the movement of phalangeal 

joints in a hand model [22].  However, the changes in strain rate vs. DC potentials are 

not clearly detectable when low voltages are used (i.e. under +/- 6 to +/- 8 V).  

Besides, in most cases the surface resistance of PPy relies on the evenness of the 

coating, which can significantly influence the electrical properties [23]. 

Similar material composites were analyzed by A Della Santa, D De Rossi 

and A Mazzoldi at the University of Pisa, Italy.  They have reported that the synthesis 

and electrical charging of the material has to be performed after conditioning in dry 

nitrogen and rinsing in acetonitrile [24].  The experimental conditions are very critical 

because PPy is highly temperature and moisture sensitive.  Thus the charge-deposition 

and angle / elongation resolution under normal ambient conditions are not easily and 

reliably achieved and managed. 

In order for biosensors or strain actuators to have practical applications, the 
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material should be piezoelectric (preferably conductive as well), stable at biological 

temperatures and moisture contents, and capable of being manufactured at low cost 

and with simple processing procedures.  However, the brittleness of PPy limits its 

practical uses for making it into practical and functional synthetic fibers and fabrics.  

The alternative use of PPy as a coating for textile substrates has limited applications.  

Mismatch in mechanical properties between the substrate material and the PPy can 

cause the required electromechanical displacement to be weakened by the intrinsic 

strain change excited by the steady-state energy [25].  The current high price of carbon 

nanotubes limits their potential use as engineering materials to only a few applications. 

Gregory’s research on electrically conductive textile coatings expands this 

approach by adding conductive and oxidizing agents to a precursor complex of 

polypyrrole/aniline by means of vapor deposition.  On viewing the fibers by SEM 

they observed a uniform thin coating layer surrounding the entire fiber with a 

conductive polymer.  Stable composite properties were maintained for more than 1 

year under ambient conditions [26].  Nevertheless, the complex coating technique did 

not generate a linear trend of resistance with the amount of conductive polymer 

applied.  Maintaining control of the dispersion of conductive additives in the polymer 

phase is still problematic, which may be the cause of the observed inconsistent 

conductivity. 

 

2.5          Mechanism of PVDF and HDPE Blends Filled with Carbon Black  

 

2.5.1       PVDF and Its Piezoelectric Effects 

PVDF has been reported to have both piezoelectric characteristics and high 

power density with values of up to 100 MW/ cm² reported in the literature [27].  The 

charge developed across a PVDF sheet that has been sputter coated with NiCu or 

painted with silver ink is linearly proportional to the applied pressure and thickness.  

This behavior has been applied successfully to robot gripper and sensor applications 

with sensitive signal transmission and receiving performance.  Ten years ago, PVDF 
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was chosen as an alternative to polypropylene in a monofilament suture application 

because of its satisfactory physicochemical properties, its maintenance of strength, 

and its good biocompatibility [28].  As was stated previously, its high piezoelectric 

effect is only found when PVDF is in the β-phase. 

2.5.2      Solutions of Maximizing β-phase Orientations 

Conventional extrusion of solid PVDF chips into fibers requires melt-

spinning temperatures of the order of 140 ºC.  But if mechanical drawing to orient the 

fibers is not part of the extrusion process the material remains in the α-phase.  The 

same outcome was observed when using hydrostatic extrusion [29].  However, solid-

state co-extrusion of PVDF within polyethylene proceeded effectively at 125 ºC with 

lower energy consumption, and yielded predominantly the oriented β-phase in various 

degrees of crystal perfection [30].  High-pressure extrusion (4 kbar at 294 ºC) [31], 

electrical polling in high power electric fields (≈ 1.25 MV.cm-1) [32], and radiation-

induction (using γ-irradiation at 500 Mrad or more) [33] are other options to induce β-

phase transformation in PVDF. 

2.5.3 Piezoelectric and Conductive Properties in One Copolymer 

For many years researchers have assumed that for semicrystalline polymers 

the amorphous phase supports the crystal orientation and the polarization constant 

unless the induced magnetism fades due to dielectric breakdown.  However, the 

effective dielectric constant of polymer composites can be improved dramatically by 

incorporating an electrical conducting phase into the polymer.  As the concentration of 

the conducting phase approaches the percolation threshold, the dielectric constant 

reaches a maximum value [34].  Dang and his coworkers added Li doped NiO to 

PVDF in order to obtain polymer-semiconductor composites with a high dielectric 

constant and relatively low conductivity [35].  In order to maintain the electrical 

conductivity without impairing the piezoelectric effect, a PVDF and HDPE 

copolymer with CB filler was introduced to form a conducting / insulating composite 

structure.  Since PVDF is a piezoelectric material, the biphasic composite has 4²=16 

connectivities as α-β = 0,1,2 and 3.  It’s useful to understand the evolution of α-β 
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forms and their impact on the electromechanical interaction between the components 

and on the distribution of the internal electric and mechanical fields.  A heterogeneous 

composite appears to have anisotropic properties with different connectivities [36].  

The piezoelectric constant d 33
 of such composite films and fibers generates much 

interest since the longitudinal piezoresponse is relevant for a wide range of 

applications. 

CB filled thermoplastic composites are widely used as antistatic and semi-

conductive materials. Carbon/polymer bipolar composites based on polypropylene 

and polyphenylene sulfide were modeled by Mighri, Huneault and Champagne early 

this year in Canada [37].  A range of different blend levels was generated with the 

extreme concentration of CB at about 60% by weight. 

              It has been known that uneven dispersion of CB in each component of the 

polymer blend may produce different resistances.  CB can be preferentially located in 

one of the continuous polymer phases or at the polymer-blend interface in co-

continuous polymer blends.  In a composite made by incompatible components, 

there’s a percolation threshold (phenomenon of percolation and critical volume 

fraction) under which conductivity increases with the volume ratio change of the 

polymer blend.  Studies by Feng and Chan revealed that the factor inducing 

heterogeneous distribution is the interfacial energy caused by the strong affinity of CB 

to the HDPE polymer and its continuous phase [ 38 , 39 ].  The mechanism of 

preferential localization of CB in immiscible polymer blends is not yet fully 

understood.  A common explanation stated by Sumita et al was that surface tension 

has an important role based on the assumption that polymers behave like spherical 

powders experiencing wetting.  In pursuit of minimum interfacial free energy, CB 

tends to stay with the polymer phase that has the greater surface tension. 

It has been found that the electrical resistance of this composite has the same 

order of magnitude as the highest conductance values (200 to 400 Ω·m) when the 

PVDF / HDPE volume ratio is 1/1 and the CB volume fraction is between 0.05 and 

0.075.  The electrical resistance will decrease as the PVDF / HDPE volume ratio 
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increases.  Figure 2.3 was reported by Feng and Chan when they studied the electric 

conductivity of CB filled PVDF & HDPE with a volume fraction of 1:1.  The value of 

0.037 is the percolation threshold of the CB concentration beyond which the growth 

of conductivity decreases and the whole system tends to be electrically stable [38]. 

 

  

Figure 2.3:  Electric conductivity of CB filled PVDF/HDPE blended with volume fraction of 

1:1 plotted as a function of the CB volume fraction. 

 

2.6   Percolation Theory 

 

              The percolation theory provides an important statistical tool to predict and 

control the content level of blended materials so as to obtain a range of different 

properties.  In fact the percolation theory is one of the simplest models that represents 

a disordered system.  Consider a square lattice, where each site is occupied randomly 

with the probability p or is empty with probability 1-p [40].  Occupied and empty sites 

correspond to very different physical properties.  For simplicity, let us assume that the 

occupied sites are electrical conductors (e.g. CB), the empty sites represent insulators 

(e.g. PVDF and HDPE), and that an electrical current can only flow between 

neighboring conductor sites.  At low concentrations of p, the CB sites are either 
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isolated or form small clusters that are some distance from their nearest neighbor.  

Two CB sites belong to the same cluster if they are connected by a continuous path of 

conducting sites so that a current can flow between them.  At low p values, the 

composite behaves as an insulator, since a conducting path connecting opposite edges 

of the lattice does not exist.  On the other hand, at larger p values the CB has induced 

many conduction paths between opposite edges, and now that electrical current can 

flow, the composite behaves as a conductor.  At some concentration in between, 

therefore, a threshold concentration, pc, must exist where for the first time electrical 

current can percolate from one edge to the other.  Below pc, we have an insulator; 

above pc, we have a conductor.  The threshold concentration is called the percolation 

threshold, or, since it separates two different phases, the critical concentration [41].  

The threshold concentration may be identified by the transition at which the rate of 

growth of electric conductivity changes. 
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3.0    OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH 

 

3.1 Problem 

 

The use of polypyrrole (PPy) & polyaniline (PANi) films as piezoelectric 

devices has not been successful because these materials are temperature and moisture 

dependent.  This means that the testing and in-use conditions must be precisely 

controlled so as to obtain reproducible results.  Besides, PPy’s inferior mechanical 

properties limit its usefulness unless it is used as a coating surface on some other 

substrate.  Then the elastic modulus of the substrate must match with that of PPy, 

which limits possible choices.  For PANi it has not yet been reported to have linear 

piezoelectric properties with polymer concentrations.  This limits its usefulness as an 

engineering material. 

The second deficiency of these materials is that the piezoelectric response is 

either not sensitive enough or requires too much energy to allow them to serve as 

sensors.  This means that the changes in resistance with displacement are too small to 

be of clinical use even at high applied voltages, which defeats the original idea of 

operating the system at low electrical potentials. 

 

3.2 Definitions 

 

Piezoelectric Effect – refers to the relationship between a material's 

mechanical and electrical behaviors.  Piezoelectricity was discovered by Jacques and 

Pierre Curie in the 1880's during experiments on quartz.  When a piezoelectric 

material is compressed, an electric charge collects on its surface.  Conversely, when a 

piezoelectric material is subjected to a voltage drop, it mechanically deforms [42].  

Many crystalline materials exhibit piezoelectric behavior.  A few materials 

exhibit the phenomenon strongly enough to be used in engineering applications that 
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can take advantage of these properties.  These include quartz, Rochelle salt, lead 

titanate zirconate ceramics (e.g. PZT-4, PZT-5A, etc.), barium titanate, and 

polyvinylidene flouride (PVDF) [42].  

On a nanoscopic scale, piezoelectricity results from a non-uniform charge 

distribution within a crystal's unit cell.  When such a crystal is mechanically deformed, 

the positive and negative charge centers displace by differing amounts.   So while the 

overall crystal remains electrically neutral, the difference in charge center 

displacements results in an electric polarization within the crystal.  Electric 

polarization due to mechanical input is perceived as piezoelectricity [43]. 

Piezoresistance – Piezoresistive materials have the property of changing their 

resistance under physical pressure or mechanical work.  So if a piezoresistive material 

is strained or deflected, its internal resistance will change and will stay changed until 

the material's original position or dimension is restored.  In order to detect this change 

in resistance, a power supply is necessary.  One problem with piezoresistive materials 

is that they are temperature sensitive which will adversely affect their repeatability in 

use [44]. 

Pyroelectric Effect – A subset of piezoelectric effect is pyroelectric effect, 

whereby the polarization is a function of temperature [4]. 

Dielectric Properties – Any substance or medium transmits electric force by 

a process different from conduction, as in the phenomenon of induction, where a 

nonconductor separates a body electrified by induction from the electrifying body.  

For practical applications of biosensors or strain gauges, its preferable for the material 

to be both conducting and piezoelectric, stable at biological temperature ranges and 

moisture contents, and capable of being manufactured at low cost and with simple 

processing procedures [45]. 

A dielectric material is a substance that is a poor conductor of electricity, but 

an efficient supporter of electrostatic fields.  If the flow of current between opposite 

electric charge poles is kept to a minimum while the electrostatic lines of flux are not 

impeded or interrupted, an electrostatic field can store energy.  Examples include 
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ceramics such as porcelain, mica and glass, plastics, and the oxides of various metals.  

Dry air is an excellent dielectric, and is used in variable capacitors and some types of 

transmission lines.  Distilled water is a fair dielectric.  A vacuum is an exceptionally 

efficient dielectric [46]. 

Ferroelectricity – Ferroelectricity is a property of certain dielectrics, which 

exhibit a spontaneous electric polarization (i.e a separation of positive and negative 

poles) that can be reversed in direction by the application of an appropriate electric 

field.  

Ferroelectricity is named by analogy with ferromagnetism, which occurs in 

materials such as iron.  Traditionally, ferroelectricity is defined for crystalline 

materials, or at least in the crystalline region of semicrystalline materials [3] 

 

3.3 Goal 

 

To combine polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) carbon black (CB) and high 

density polyethylene (HDPE) materials through thermal blending and melt spinning 

so as to obtain fibers with both piezoelectric and conductive properties similar to 

those achieved by polypyrrole and polyaniline, but with better prediction and control 

of piezoelectric performance.  It is anticipated that by combining both piezoelectric 

and conductive properties together such fibers will have applications as sensors and/or 

actuators in a wider range of biomedical and electrotextiles end-uses. 

 

3.4       Objectives 

 

1. Determine the thermal behaviors of PVDF, HDPE and CB, both 

individually and as composites in blended form. 

2. Melt-spin and draw the above materials and composites as monofilaments 

with increasing concentrations of CB. 

3. Correlate the tensile properties of the spun and drawn fibers with their 
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piezoelectric response and to analyze the electromechanical stress and 

strain performance.  The results will enable us to evaluate the suitability 

of these candidates for artificial muscle substitution. 

4. Identify relationships between the crystalline structure and polymeric 

morphology of the spun and drawn fibers from observations using 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and x-ray diffraction (XRD). 

5. Analyze the semi-crystalline structure and the electrical polarization of the 

spun and drawn fibers with a view to understanding the reasons for their 

piezoelectric behavior. 
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4.0   EXPERIMENTAL 

       

This chapter discusses in detail about the selection and testing of the 

materials, the methods on melt-spinning and drawing carbon black (CB) filled 

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and high density polyethylene (HDPE) composite 

fibers and analyzing their thermal, piezoelectric, tensile and structural properties. 

 

4.1    Materials 

PVDF monopolymer, SOLEF™ 1008-0001, was received as white pellets 

with the density of 1.78 g/cm³, and its blend with 15% of carbon black by weight, 

SOLEF™ 3108-0903, was received as black pellets with a density of 1.83 g/cm³.  

Both samples were supplied by SOLVAY Solexis Inc. in Thorofare, NJ, USA.  HDPE 

SCLAIR™ 2907 with a density of 0.960 g/cm³ in clear pellets was provided by 

NOVA Chemicals Technical Center in Calgary, AB, Canada.  CB, VULCAN™ 

XC72R, with a density of 1.8 g/ cm³ and a particle size distribution of 20 – 100 nm 

was supplied by CABOT Corp. in Billerica, MA, USA. 
 
Table 4.1:  Polymer raw materials 

Polymer Type Chemicals Style No. Origin CAS # 
High density polyethylene 
(HDPE) ( )−−− CHCH 22

SCLAIR™ 
2907 

NOVA 
Chemicals 9002-88-4 

Polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PVDF) ( )−−− CFCH 22

 SOLEF™ 
1008-0001 SOLVAY 24937-79-9

Polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PVDF) & carbon black (CB) ( )−−− CFCH 22

 SOLEF™ 
3108-0903 SOLVAY 

24937-79-9 
1333-86-4 

Carbon black (CB) C 
VULCAN
™ XC72R CABOT 1333-86-4 

        

4.2         Measuring Polymer Thermal Properties 

The residual moisture in the as received HDPE and PVDF polymer pellets 

was removed by heating the samples in a Blue M Stabil-Therm Power-O-Matic 70 

Constant Temperature Cabinet (Irving, TX, USA) at 105 ºC for 48 hours before 

performing the initial thermal analysis.  Removal of moisture was determined 
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gravimetrically by means of a scientific balance Mettler AE 200 (Kempton, PA, USA).  

Samples were completely dried and stored in the desiccator.  Differential Scanning 

Calorimeter was applied to determine the endothermic behaviors, for e.g., degrees of 

crystallinity and melting peak of HDPE and PVDF.   

4.2.1        Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) 

 A Perkin Elmer Diamond DSC-2C differential scanning calorimeter (Boston, 

MA, USA) was used to determine the degrees of crystallinity and melting 

temperatures of the raw materials, PVDF-1008, PVDF-3108 and HDPE-2907.  Pellet 

specimens weighing 3 to 5 mg were crimped and sealed in volatile aluminum pans.  

The specimens were maintained at -45 ºC for 1 minute and then heated up to 250 ºC at 

a constant scanning rate of 20 ºC per min.  Calibration of the temperature and 

exothoerm scales was undertaken using a known weight of indium before the tests. 

               The results give the endothermic heat flow (mW) as a function of 

temperature (ºC).  The amount of crystalline material contained in a polymer is 

defined as the heat of fusion (J/g) and is calculated from the area constructed under 

the melting peak and above the baseline. 

               The degree of crystallinity (DOC) was calculated from the heat of fusion of 

a measured mass of polymer divided by the heat of fusion of the same polymer in 

100% crystalline form.  The heats of fusion were obtained from the Polymer 

Handbook [52] 

               The calculation equation for the DOC is as follows: 

DOC (%) = %100
polymer ecrystallin 100%for fusion  ofHeat 

samplefor fusion  ofHeat 
×  …….. (I) 

4.2.2       Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

A Perkin Elmer Pyris-1 TGA (Boston, MA, USA) thermogravimetric 

analyzer was used to test the degradation temperature of each individual raw material.  

Such an apparatus should have the ability to detect oxidation by weight gain and 

degradation or water evolution by weight loss.  The detection of evolved gases, such 

as hydrogen and fission gases, which may elucidate chemical reaction mechanisms, is 
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also desirable.  The technique is routinely applied in a wide range of studies such as 

identification, quantitative composition analysis, phase diagrams, hydration-

dehydration, thermal stability, polymerisation, purity, and reactivity. 

5 to 10 mg of sample pellets were weighed and placed in a clean dry pan.  

The chamber was purged with nitrogen and the sample was heated from 25 ºC to 850 

ºC at a constant rate of 20 ºC per minute.  Control scans were recorded to identify the 

baseline and to determine the slope of an empty pan as a function of temperature.  

Each material was run in triplicate from which the average data was determined and 

saved. 

4.2.3       Mini-flixier and Thermo Haake Mini-lab 

Melt Flow Rates (MFR) of pure PVDF and HDPE polymer pellets were 

measured on the Mini-flixier melt flow rate tester following the ASTM method D 

1238 – 01 (Standard test method for Melt Flow Rates of thermoplastics by extrusion 

plastometer) [ 47 ].  Changes of viscosity in the molten PVDF and HDPE 

monopolymers over time were measured in the Laboratory Thermo Haake Model 

Z.4.1 mini-melter (Newington, NH, USA) 

4.2.3.1 Mini-flixier 

The specimens were allowed to preheat for 4 and 7.5 minutes at 

temperatures of 190ºC, 210ºC and 230ºC depending on the polymer prior to extrusion 

at an applied piston load of 2.16 kg for 10 minutes.  The extruded mass was then 

weighed to 2 decimal places of a gram.  The tests were performed under conditions of 

different pre-heating time and temperatures. Each test was performed in duplicate and 

the average values are reported in Chapter 5.0.   

Table 4.2:  Standard test conditions in mini-flixier 

Condition Temp, ºC Load, kg Pressure, kPa Pre-heat T, min 

190 2.16 4.5 190/2.16 

190 2.16 

298.2 

7 

210 2.16 4.5 210/2.16 

210 2.16 

298.2 

7 

230 2.16 4.5 230/2.16 

230 2.16 

298.2 

7 
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4.2.3.2 Thermo-Haake Mini-melter 

               Specimens weighing from 10 to 12 grams were loaded into the twin screw 

extruder of a Laboratory Thermo Haake Z 4.1 Mini-melter.  The specimens were 

heated and forced to flow in the heated circulation system.  Extrusion was operated in 

a closed environment with temperatures at 190 ºC and 230 ºC, and the rotating speeds 

of the screws at 30 rpm, 60 rpm and 100 rpm in order to determine the viscosities and 

torques for different scenarios. 

Being able to determine the consistency of the viscosity and torque 

parameters combined with the temperature and screw speed contributed to 

establishing a viable spinning process.  The results are reported in Chapter 5. 

 

4.3         Melt-spinning of PVDF & HDPE Filled with CB Blended Fibers 

 

Seven filament fiber samples of pure and blended PVDF and HDPE with and 

without different concentrations of blended CB were produced by melt-spinning in an 

Atlas Laboratory Mixing Extruder F255A (Stockport, UK) (Figure 4.1) under a fixed 

temperature condition of 230 ºC at the spinneret and 200 ºC in the chamber. The draw 

ratio was at auto-adjustment ensuring continuous filaments taken up (See detailed 

setup in Table 4.3). 

 
Table 4.3:  Setup reference for Atlas Laboratory Mixing Extruder 
 
  HDPE HDPE + PVDF HDPE + PVDF + CB 
Chamber Temp. 195 ℃ 200 ℃ 200 ℃ 
Spinneret Temp. 220 ℃ 230 ℃ 230 ℃ 

Drive Motor Speed 12  12 – 20 Start 20 and adjust based on the 
"drop" size 

Puller & Winder 
Speed 441 (92 rpm) 351 (72 rpm) 320 (60 rpm) 

 
Note: The drive motor speed was selected according to the CB concentration. 
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Figure 4.1:  Schematic model of Atlas Laboratory Mixing Extruder 

 

A series of fibers with different CB concentrations was spun out through the 

die with the diameter of 500 µm.  Samples were identified as HPF followed by 0001 

to 0005 when a 1:1 volume fraction of PVDF and HDPE were combined with 

increasing concentrations of CB from 5 – 28% by weight (See Table 5.8). The carbon 

black ground powders were then gradually introduced into the polymer melt, up to the 

required volume fraction. Mixing and blending continued for 30 minutes or until all 

carbon black was evenly distributed giving a uniform color and texture were observed. 

Sample HPF-0006 was spun from SOLEF™ 1008-0001 100% pure PVDF, and 

sample HPF-0007 refers to fibers spun from the SOLEF™ 3108 product which 

contains 85% PVDF mixed with 15% carbon black.  The quench bath contained 

distilled water at room temperature. 

The as-spun fibers were further processed by drawing on a drawing frame 

with a heating plate at 150 ºC (Figure 4.2).  The draw ratios were defined by the 

difference in speed between the two rollers, which generated the forces for stretching 

the fibers.  The applied draw ratios were about was 200%, and the drawn fibers were 

wound up at a take-up speed of about 6.8 meters per min.  The feed roller was set at 

3.4 meters per min.  Two series of samples, 14 in all, were therefore prepared and 

classified as “As-spun” (AS) and “Drawn” (AN) fibers. 
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Figure 4.2:  Drawing rollers at both ends of the heating plate 

 

4.4         Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM) 

 

A piezoresponse force microscope (PFM) has a scanning force technique that 

utilizes the inverse piezoelectric effect to measure the piezoresponse at the nanoscale 

level (Figure 4.3).  PFM is considered capable of investigating the mechanisms of 

degradation effects, such as retention loss and dielectric breakdown and the scaling 

effect on variability of switching parameters to predict the grain size limit and sustain 

a required level of performance reliability in ferroelectric thin films and capacitors 

[48]. 

 
Figure 4.3:  Picture of PFM in operation 
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The PFM used in this study was a research instrument designed and built 

from a scanning force microscope (SFM) (Model M5, Park Scientific Instruments, 

Sunnyvale, CA, USA).  Its mode of piezoresponse measurement was developed at 

North Carolina State University by Gruverman and coworkers (Figure 4.4). 

 

 

Figure 4.4:  Schematic diagram of piezoresponse force microscope (PFM) 

 

An electric field applied parallel to the z axis (fiber longitudinal direction) 

will cause piezoelectric crystals to orient along or against the axis with a positive or 

negatived 33
 (Figure 4.5), respectively. d 33

can be calculated in the Equation (II) 

appliedV
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d ∆
=

∆
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∆
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=
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33
33         …………………………………… (II) 

Where  33d  is the piezoelectric constant (piezoconstant) 

                          33S∆  is the displacement parallel to z axis 

            3E∆  is the electric field parallel to z axis in V/pm {1pm = 10^(-12) m} 

             ∆l is the change of strain 

             l is the original length of fiber in pm 

              V is the applied voltage 
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Figure 4.5:  Schematic diagram of positive piezoelectric constant d33 in the electric field 

        

The PFM was used to perform various electrical measurements, such as 

measuring the value of the piezoconstant d mn
(pm/V), the polarization properties of 

ferroelectrics, the incidents of phase switching against the coercive field and atomic 

scanning topography and error imaging of the surface.  Glued fiber bundles were 

evaporated onto the substrate (a metallic aluminum disc) ready for tapping with the 5-

micron probing tip (Figure 4.6) that operated under a low DC offset (±6V) and a high-

frequency (10 kHz) AC pulse oscillating field that was used to determine the phase vs. 

voltage parameter.  The probing tip moved across the focused fiber cross-section from 

one end to the other.  Surface characteristics were recorded by the laser reflecting the 

surface image to the camera.  Displacement of the fibers was sensed by the 

piezoelectric tip converted into local hysteresis loops and saved by the computer. 
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Figure 4.6:  Focused fiber cross-sections scanned by the probing tip 

 

In PFM, an AC imaging modulation voltage tV V ϖcos0= is applied to cause 

a spontaneous displacement (i.e. change in length) in or out of phase.  The AC 

imaging modulation voltage can be expressed by the equation: 

)cos(0 θω +∆=∆ tL L                       ………………… (III) 

Where L∆  is the change of length 

            L0∆ is the original length in pm 

            ω is the angular frequency in degrees 

            θ is the phase difference in degrees 

PFM measured the piezoelectric displacement using a standard lock-in 

technique controlled by the sample surface oscillation.  

L0∆  was then calculated by the product of the vertical piezoresponse and 

the normal surface vibration which is the amplitude of the vibration, while θ is the 

phase difference between the imaging voltage and piezoresponse reflecting the 

polarization vector [49]. 

VdL 0330 =∆                             ………………. (IV) 

Where d 33
 is the vertical piezoconstant in pm/V 

            V 0
 is the normal surface vibration in V 

With the modulation voltage applied to the probing tip, the positive domains 

(i.e. with the polarization vector oriented upward) were in phase with the applied 
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voltage, hence 0=+θ .  Vibration of negative domains (i.e. with the polarization 

vector oriented upward) was in counter phase with the applied voltage, i.e. °=− 180θ . 

 

4.5  Specimen Preparation for PFM Analysis 

 

Parallel bundles of fibers were prepared for PFM analysis with the use of a 

black sheet of cardboard measuring 0.40 mm in thickness that contained holes 

(d=1.024 mm) through its thickness (Figure 4.7).  Bundles of parallel fibers were 

threaded through the holes and an epoxy resin (Devcon 2 Ton S-31 31345 from 

Motion Industries, Raleigh, NC, USA) was used to adhere the fibers to the sides of the 

hole and to each other.  Once the epoxy resin was cured, the two ends of the fiber 

bundle were cut parallel with the card’s surface with a sharp blade.  One side of the 

cardboard sheet was mounted on a conductive aluminum disk with conductive epoxy 

silver paint (conductive epoxy H20F-1 provided by Epotek in Billerica, MA, USA) 

and cured at 60 ºC for 3 hours.  The other side of the cardboard was left 

uncontaminated for probing.  Figure 4.8 provides a microscopic view of the top 

surface of the mounted fiber bundles. 

 
Figure 4.7:  Schematic diagram of the method for threading the bundle of fibers through the 

cardboard 
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Epoxy           Fiber Cross-section 
Figure 4.8:  Optical image of cross-sections of fibers 

 

4.6          Tensile Test 

 

The tensile properties of those fiber samples with piezoelectric properties 

were measured on a constant rate of extension Sintech mechanical tester (MTS, 

Minneapolis, MN) equipped with a 250 N load cell.  Ten specimens were prepared 

and tested for each sample using a 150 mm gauge length and crosshead speed of 100 

mm per minute.  Pneumatic yarn grips were used to clamp the specimens so as to 

reduce the incidence of jaw breaks.  The samples were preconditioned and tested 

under ambient atmospheric conditions of 25 ºC and 65% RH. 

The relationship between the applied force, or load, and the elongation of the 

specimen over the initial linear part of the curve was recorded.  This linear region 

obeys the relationship defined as "Hooke's Law" where the ratio of stress to strain is a 

constant as Equation (V) [42]. 

               E=
ε
σ           ………………………. (V) 

                Where E, Modulus of Elasticity or Young’s Modulus, is the slope of the line 

in this region; σ is the stress, and ε is the strain (
l
l∆

=ε ).   

By combining Equation (IV) and (V), we can calculate the change in stress 

as follows: 

E
l

E
l
l Vd appl ⋅

⋅
=⋅

∂
=∂ 33σ           ………………….. (VI) 
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4.7          Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 

 

The longitudinal and cross-sectional surfaces of fibers were photographed by 

a Philips scanning electron microscope (Model 505, Eindhoven, Netherlands) which 

enabled us to view how the different components or phases within the bicomponent 

fiber cross-sections were distributed.  Specimens were coated with gold/palladium on 

the surface with an average thickness of 30 Å in a Hummer™ 6.2 Sputtering System 

(Denver, NC).  

The coated specimens were exposed to an electron beam from a tungsten 

filament within the electron emission gun, and an accelerating voltage of 15 kV.  

Images of the fiber cross-sections were scanned and captured at magnifications of 

625x, 1250x and 5000x, whereas the longitudinal fiber surfaces were viewed at a 

magnification of 312x. 

 

4.8          X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

        

4.8.1   Apparatus and Operation Conditions 

The Omni ATPS, XRD 1000 (Model # PH268L-25) x-ray apparatus with a 

proportional counter was used to measure both the intensity and position of the x-ray 

diffraction peaks.  The x-rays are produced by a copper source, CuKa
, the 

wavelength of which was 1.54 Å.   

4.8.2      Sample Preparations 

Fiber samples were wound parallel around a metallic ring to give a specimen 

area of at least 1cm x 1cm that was placed on a magnetic circular mount connected to 

the chi-motor inside the x-ray chamber.  The disc was placed inside the x-ray chamber 

on a circular rotating stage. 

Because the exposed samples were monofilaments, they were wound tightly 

against each other in parallel so as to face the incident x-ray beam in the vertical plane.  

Any overlapping or kinking was avoided to ensure a good image and usable spectra.  
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One side of the wrapped filaments was cut at the edge on the ring frame and removed.  

The free ends were stabilized with Scotch® tape.  The procedure is depicted in Figure 

4.9. 

The mounted specimens were exposed to x-ray radiation generated by an 

electric field of 30 kV and 20 mA.  The scanning angle was from 5º to 60º.  The 

scattering 2θ angles and d-spacings of the diffraction spectra were captured and 

plotted as diffractographs.  

 

 

Figure 4.9:  Preparation of samples for XRD tests 

 

4.8.3     Measurements and Calculations 

4.8.3.1   Crystal Size 

The crystal size was calculated from the full width at half maximum (FWHM) 

of the 2-theta curve from Equation VII. 
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θθ
λ
cos)2(

9.0
∆

=L                        ……………………………….……….. (VII) 

Where L is the crystal size, 

           λ is the wavelength which is 1.54 Å 

           )2( θ∆ is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) 

4.8.3.2   Orientation of Crystalline Lattices 

              The crystalline lattice structure was measured so as to determine the 

orientation of polarization of the PVDF polymer.  Calculating the spaces between two 

adjacent planes in the [hkl] set of unit cells provided information to identify the 

packing characteristics of the crystalline structure.  In general, there are seven 

possible lattice structures, namely: orthorhombic, monoclinic, triclinic, cubic, 

tetragonal, hexagonal and rhombohedral. 

               The possible lattice structure in the four phases of PVDF and HDPE are 

orthorhombic and monoclinic with the relationships of [hkl] planes and d-spacings as 

the following: 

Monoclinic:                                                                                     ………….. (VIII)  

Where d is the spacing between planes 

h, k, l are the vectors of planar orientations 

                              a, b, c are the unit cell dimensions 

                              β is the inter-planar angle (97º in PVDF) [50] 

 

Orthorhombic:                                         …………… (IX) 

                

 By applying the combinations of [hkl] planes into the above equations and 

comparing the results with the d-spacings received from the spectra, it was possible 

to confirm the type of crystal structure by matching the lattice plane dimensions. 
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5.0    RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

5.1   Polymer Thermal Properties 

 

5.1.1      Preliminary Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) Results 

              The melting temperatures and heats of fusion for the PVDF raw material 

pellet and the changes in their corresponding as-spun samples are listed out in Table 

5.1 (See the DSC curves in Figure 5.1 in the Appendix). 
 
Table 5.1:   Report of DSC test on PVDF raw materials pellets and their as-spun 

fibers 
Sample ID Onset MT (℃) Peak MT (℃) Heat of Fusion (J/g) 
PVDF 1008-0001 163 178 45.0 
PVDF 3108-0903 164 175 38.7 
HPF-0006_AS 166 173 47.1 
HPF-0007_AS 165 172 39.3 
Note:  MT – Melting Temperature 
 

Polyvinylidene  fluoride (PVDF) samples 1008-0001 and 3108-0903 were 

spun into HPF-0006_AS and HPF-0007_AS as-spun fibers, respectively.  The melting 

points of these two as-spun filaments were lower than those of their respective 

polymer pellets. Their heats of fusion followed the opposite trend.  This means that 

the melt-spinning process resulted in the formation of more, smaller crystalline 

regions. 

5.1.2       Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

               The TGA testing of the degradation temperatures of each polymer pellet is 

reported in Table 5.2.  They provided very important information for planning the 

Mini-flixier and Thermo Haake Mini-melter testing. 

               All TGA curves are presented in Figure 5.2 in the Appendix. 
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Table 5.2:  TGA testing results of each polymer pellet 

Sample ID Onset 

Temperature 

(℃) 

Mass Percent 

(%) 

Degradation 

Temperature 

(℃) 

Mass Percent 

(%) 

PVDF 1008-

0001 

426 99.4 493 64.1 

PVDF 3108-

0903 

474 99.3 497 75.8 

HDPE 2907 456 96.8 500 17.7 

 

5.1.3 Mini-flixier and Thermo Haake Mini-lab 

               Table 5.3 draws the conclusion that HDPE SCLAIR™ 2907 and PVDF 

SOLEF™ 1008 gave similar MFR profiles around 8.27 and 8.83 g/10 min 

respectively.  These data were obtained when the polymers were heated at 230 ºC 

under a load of 2.16 kg, preheated for 7.5 minutes and processed for 10 minutes.   

Table 5.3:  Report of Melt Flow Rates (MFR) in raw materials  

Sample ID Density 
(g/cm³) MFR (g/10min) Melt Density 

(g/cm³) St. dev. Condition 

HDPE 2907 0.96 4.74 0.740 0.023 190ºC/2.16kg/4.0 min 
HDPE 2907 0.96 4.81 0.758 0.090 190ºC/2.16kg/7.5 min 
HDPE 2907 0.96 5.94 0.910 0.081 210ºC/2.16kg/4.0 min 
HDPE 2907 0.96 4.87 0.751 0.100 210ºC/2.16kg/7.5 min 
HDPE 2907 0.96 7.85 0.733 0.023 230ºC/2.16kg/4.0 min 
HDPE 2907 0.96 8.27 0.752 0.060 230ºC/2.16kg/7.5 min 
PVDF 1008 1.78 N/A N/A N/A 190ºC/2.16kg/4.0 min 
PVDF 1008 1.78 N/A N/A N/A 190ºC/2.16kg/7.5 min 
PVDF 1008 1.78 4.67 1.48 0.100 210ºC/2.16kg/4.0 min 
PVDF 1008 1.78 3.42 1.44 0.013 210ºC/2.16kg/7.5 min 
PVDF 1008 1.78 10.4 1.41 0.435 230ºC/2.16kg/4.0 min 
PVDF 1008 1.78 8.83 1.37 0.309 230ºC/2.16kg/7.5 min 
PVDF 3108 1.83 N/A N/A N/A 190ºC/2.16kg/4.0 min 
PVDF 3108 1.83 N/A N/A N/A 190ºC/2.16kg/7.5 min 
PVDF 3108 1.83 8.54 1.44 0.100 210ºC/2.16kg/4.0 min 
PVDF 3108 1.83 8.36 1.52 0.069 210ºC/2.16kg/7.5 min 
PVDF 3108 1.83 11.7 1.39 0.532 230ºC/2.16kg/4.0 min 
PVDF 3108 1.83 9.16 1.28 0.179 230ºC/2.16kg/7.5 min 

 

The test results from the Haake Mini-lab showed that within the same 
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temperature range, the PVDF and HDPE samples featured stable thermal 

performance in the torque/viscosity plots as a function of time (10 min) when the 

extruding speed was set at 60 rpm (See details in Figures 5.3 to 5.8).  It can be seen 

that the best condition in which both HDPE and PVDF monopolymers could melt 

together and stay stable was at a temperature of 230ºC, an extruding speed of 60 

rpm and applied pressure of 2.16 kg.  However, PVDF SOLEF™ 3108 needed to be 

extruded at a higher extrusion speed of 100 rpm with the other conditions held the 

same as the above settings.  The requirement for a higher extruding speed was 

probably caused by the CB powders producing more resistance to the shear stress 

against the screws. 

HDPE2907 @ 10 min 60 rpm 230 ºC
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Figure 5.3:  Torque (N·cm) of HDPE SCLAIR™ 2907 as the function of Time (min) 
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Figure 5.4:  Viscosity (bar·s) of HDPE SCLAIR™ 2907 as the function of Time (min) 
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PVDF1008 @ 15 min 60 rpm 230 ºC
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Figure 5.5:  Torque (N·cm) of PVDF SOLEF™ 1008 as the function of Time (min) 
 
 
 
 
 

PVDF1008 @ 10 min 60 rpm 230 ºC
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Figure 5.6:  Viscosity (bar·s) of PVDF SOLEF™ 1008 as the function of Time (min) 
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PVDF3108 @ 10 min 100 rpm 230 ºC
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Figure 5.7:  Torque (N·cm) of PVDF SOLEF™ 3108 as the function of Time (min) 

 

 

 

PVDF3108 @ 10 min 100 rpm 230 ºC
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Figure 5.8:  Viscosity ((bar·s) of PVDF SOLEF™ 3108 as the function of Time (min) 
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5.2    Physical and Thermal Characterizations of As-spun and Drawn 

Filaments 

 

5.2.1       Defining the Diameter and Length of Each Sample 

As stated before, all specimens were classified as as-spun (AS) and drawn 

(AN) samples according to the post-extrusion process.  The diameter of each fiber 

samples was measured using a compound optical microscopy at 400x magnification.  

Ten specimens were taken at random, and the average results shown below. 

 

Table 5.4:  Diameters of 14 as-spun and drawn composite fiber specimens 

Sample ID Diameter (µm) Sample ID Diameter (µm) 

HPF-0001_AS 117.1±13.4 HPF-0001_AN 112.2±13.1 

HPF-0002_AS 111.6±7.8 HPF-0002_AN 99.6±7.9 

HPF-0003_AS 145.0±8.5 HPF-0003_AN 137.1±3.0 

HPF-0004_AS 129.7±11.5 HPF-0004_AN 119.7±3.1 

HPF-0005_AS 132.1±3.1 HPF-0005_AN 115.4±5.3 

HPF-0006_AS 175.5±7.1 HPF-0006_AN 112.9±6.9 

HPF-0007_AS 142.5±2.3 HPF-0007_AN 114.8±3.8 

 

Because the samples were inserted through the hole in the cardboard with a 

thickness of 0.4 mm, the length of all the specimens prepared for piezoelectric 

testing was assumed to be 0.4 mm. 

5.2.2      Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) Results of Fibers 

              DSC was applied to test the melting temperatures and degree of 

crystallinity (DOC) of the as-spun and drawn composite fibers.  The data was also 

used to compare the thermal properties between the as received polymer pellets and 

the spun fibers.  Table 5.5 presents the DSC results.  DOC was calculated by 

Equation (I).  The Polymer Handbook gave the heats of fusion for a perfect PVDF 

crystal as 67 J/g, and for a perfect crystal of HDPE as 214 J/g [52]. 
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Table 5.5:  Melting Temperature (Tm) of HDPE & PVDF and Heat of Fusion (∆H) for PVDF 
peaks 

  
Treatment As-spun (AS) Drawn (AN) 
 HDPE  

Tm (℃) 
PVDF  
Tm (℃) 

∆H (J/g) HDPE  
Tm (℃) 

PVDF  
Tm (℃) 

∆H (J/g) 

HPF-0001 126 174 25.4 126 173 30.6 
HPF-0002 126 174 28.4 126 173/187 27.6/1.49 
HPF-0003 125 173 28.1 126 172 32.2 
HPF-0004 125 161/172 5.3/15.0 126 161/173 4.26/14.6 
HPF-0005 125 162/173 12.0/7.67 125 160/172 4.08/14.0 
HPF-0006 N/A 178 44.9 N/A 174 47.6 
HPF-0007 N/A 172 39.3 N/A 173 42.1 
 
Table 5.6:  Melting Temparature (Tm) Heat of fusion (∆H) and degree of crystallinity of all 

specimens and raw materials 
 
Pellets Tm (ºC) ∆H (J/g) Crystallinity (%) 
HDPE-2907 139 181 84.9 
PVDF-1008-0001 178 47.1 70.3 
PVDF-3108-0903 175 38.7 67.9 
 
Treatment As-spun (AS) 
 HDPE 

∆H (J/g) 
Crystallinity 
(%) 

PVDF  
∆H (J/g) 

Crystallinity (%) 

HPF-0001 30.2 42.7 25.4 61.0 
HPF-0002 28.5 40.5 28.4 68.7 
HPF-0003 37.9 54.6 28.1 68.9 
HPF-0004 28.0 42.0 5.34/15.0 51.9 
HPF-0005 20.8 38.8 12.0/7.67 62.3 
HPF-0006 N/A N/A 45.0 67.1 
HPF-0007 N/A N/A 39.3 69.1 
Treatment Drawn (AN) 
 HDPE 

∆H (J/g) 
Crystallinity 
(%) 

PVDF 
∆H (J/g) 

Crystallinity (%) 

HPF-0001 40.6 57.6 30.6 73.6 
HPF-0002 30.4 43.3 27.6/1.49 70.5 
HPF-0003 28.7 41.4 32.2 78.9 
HPF-0004 26.0 39.1 4.26/14.6 46.1 
HPF-0005 30.4 56.6 4.08/14.0 57.2 
HPF-0006 N/A N/A 47.6 71.0 
HPF-0007 N/A N/A 42.1 73.9 

 

5.2.2.1     Relocation and Appearance of Melt Peaks 

The composite fiber samples exhibit two major melt peaks as shown in 

Figure 5.1 (refer to the Appendix).  The two peaks are located at approximately 125 

ºC and 175 ºC, and correspond to the HDPE and PVDF phases respectively.  This 
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verifies that these two immiscible polymers are functioning separately within the 

spun fibers.  There is a trend that the melting temperature decreases as the 

concentration of CB increases (see Table 5.5).  The degree of crystallinity (DOC) is 

listed in Table 5.6 showing the change of DOC between the as received polymer 

pellets and the spun fibers.  It is apparent that the DOC of PVDF and HDPE in 

composite form is much lower than that in the original polymer form.  In addition, it 

appears that HDPE’s ability to crystallize was greatly impaired compared to PVDF’s.  

There are two possible explanations for this phenomenon.  First, the large crystalline 

regions in the HDPE phase were divided into smaller discontinuous sites, which 

correlates well with the decrease in DOC.  Second, a higher level of entropy was 

introduced by CB leading to more amorphous regions within the HDPE phase. 

By reviewing the melt peaks of the drawn samples, it is interesting to 

discover that the HDPE performed consistently in composite form, whereas the 

PVDF was observed to have a new peak at 187 ºC in HPF-0002_AN, and a shoulder 

or premelt peak in HPF-0003 to HPF-0005 for both the drawn or as-spun samples.  

The DOC of the PVDF in composite form decreased as the CB concentration 

reached 6.4% by weight.  It is known that above 150 ºC, the PVDF polymer is able 

to crystallize. This explains the appearance of the shoulder before the melting peak. 

In addition, the apparent narrowing of the melting peak implies that re-crystallization 

of imperfect crystallites was taking place. 

5.2.2.2   β- and δ-phase of PVDF in Composite Fibers 

Below 15% by weight of CB filler in the composite, both as-spun and drawn 

samples crystallized independently as two mono-phases.  With increasing CB content, 

melt peaks shifted to lower temperatures and a precrystalline shoulder appeared in 

PVDF.  Besides the expected appearance of the melting peak of PVDF at 175 ºC, the 

precrystalline shoulder was well defined at somewhere near 163 ºC, related to the 

relaxation of inter-crystalline regions. The sum of the “heat of fusion” for the two 

phases was smaller than for the original PVDF, indicating a drop in total crystallinity.  

Mohajir and Heymans discovered that the β-form peak of PVDF is located 
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in the temperature range from 183 ºC to 188 ºC [51].  The control sample showed a 

minor α-β transformation and the formation of a pre-crystalline shoulder at a lower 

temperature, which is believed to be the δ-phase produced by drawing or stretching.  

The reason is related to the CB filler particles interfering with the – 2CF – 2CH – 

(head to tail) polarization of the PVDF, and is associated with the generation of 

head-head and tail-to-tail defects in the polymer chain [11,12,13].  According to 

Zhao [52], the defects in the crystal structure of PVDF produced by drawing destroy 

the perfection of any crytallinity that may be present in the amorphous regions.  

This change is observed as a reduction of the melting point and a reduction in the 

enthalpy of the DSC curves.  In the case of the composite fibers, the energy of 

drawing was responsible for crosslinking smaller defective crystals and 

transforming a small quantity of α-form to γ form (i.e. a mixture of α and β ) and a 

large quantity into the δ form that has almost the same thermal behavior as the α 

form.  However, the δ form is prone to switching to the β form after being poled by 

high power electric fields.  The poling process dramatically increased the β content, 

resulting in the enhancement of piezoelectric effects in the drawn samples.  The 

new phase in the polymer composite is considered to be the δ form due to evidence 

from the x-ray diffraction tests. 

 

5.3         Piezoelectric Effects 

 

5.3.1      Contributions of Carbon Black to Piezoelectric Properties 

Figure 5.9 plots the magnitudes of the piezoconstant (d 33
) vs. DC voltage 

of the drawn fiber: HPF-0001_AN, HPF-0002_AN, HPF-0003_AN, HPF-0004_AN 

and HPF-0005_AN (see their composition in Table 5.7), which contain increasing 

concentrations of carbon black (CB) from 4.9% to 27.7%. 
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Piezoconstant vs. DC Voltage
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Figure 5.9:  Trend of Piezoconstants vs. DC Voltage from HPF-0001_AN to HPF-0005_AN 
 
 
Table 5.7:  Composition of fiber composites and their expected electric conductivity 
 

Serial No. PVDF 1008 
(wt%) 

HDPE 2907 
(wt%) 

CB V-XC 
72 (wt%) 

PVDF 
3108 
(wt%) 

Expected 
Conductivity 
(S/cm) 

HPF-0001 62.1  33.0  4.9  0.0  10^-15 
HPF-0002 61.7  32.8  5.5  0.0  10^-10 
HPF-0003 61.0  32.4  6.4  0.0  10^-8 
HPF-0004 58.6  31.2  10.2  0.0  10^-4 
HPF-0005 47.2  25.1  27.7  0.0  10^0 
HPF-0006 100.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  N/A 
HPF-0007 85.0  0.0  15.0  1.000  10^-3 

 

The piezoconstant, d 33
 of PVDF is negative, which means that the material 

expands in length while the direction of applied voltage is opposed to its crystalline 

orientation.  All of the drawn PVDF samples are oriented in the polar phase.  It is 

evident that d 33
 increases with higher CB concentrations in the blend from HPF-

0001_AN through to HPF-0004_AN.  However, the d 33
 value for HPF-0005_AN 

containing the highest concentration of CB (27.7% by wt) does not follow the trend, 
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and decreases to a level even lower than that of HPF-0002_AN.  This is important 

evidence that at lower concentrations the carbon black is serving as a conductive 

filler which influences the dielectric behavior and dipolar orientation causing 

enhanced piezoelectricity.  However, this observation also confirms the existence of 

a percolation threshold for CB in the drawn fiber samples.  As the CB concentration 

increases from 1.0% to 3.5% by volume fraction (i.e. up to about 12% by weight 

fraction) an enhancement to the piezoelectric effect was observed.  However, at CB 

concentrations above these values, dielectric breakdown neutralized the piezoelectric 

effect.   

Table 5.8:  Piezoelectric constant d 33
 

  HPF-0001_AN HPF-0002_AN HPF-0003_AN HPF-0004_AN 
E (N/mm²) 415  953  417  882  
Sample Length 
(mm) 0.400  0.400  0.400  0.400  
d33 ( R ) (pm/V) 0.323  0.568  0.615  0.813  
Voltage ( R ) (V) 0.0 0.0  0.0  0.0  
d33 ( P ) (pm/V) 0.735  1.610  1.876  2.209  
Voltage ( P ) (V) -5.0  -4.5  -4.5  -4.5  
 
  HPF-0005_AN HPF-0006_AN HPF-0007_AN HPF-0007_AS 
E (N/mm²) N/A 2213  1655  328  
Sample Length 
(mm) 

0.400 0.400  0.400  0.400  
d33 ( R ) (pm/V) 0.613 1.965  1.988  0.636  
Voltage ( R ) (V) 0.0 0.0  0.0  0.0  
d33 ( P ) (pm/V) 1.70 13.3  4.84  2.07  
Voltage ( P ) (V) -5.5 -5.5  -4.5  -5.0  

 

This figure for the optimization of piezoelectric effects is in agreement with 

a similar threshold (0.8%-2% by volume) reported by Brosseau and coworkers [53].  

The same figure also gives the peak piezoconstants for each sample with data 

recorded in Table 5.8.  The peak values normally appeared at +5V and -4.5V, but 

were lower on the positive side. 

The dependence of phase to DC voltage was studied for the same 5 drawn 

fibers as above with the results shown in Figure 5.10.   
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Phase vs. DC Voltage
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Figure 5.10:  Trends of Phase vs. DC Voltage from HPF-0001_AN to HPF-0005_AN 

 

The hysteresis measurements were performed by measuring the switching 

phases while applying an AC sinusoidal field to the sample.  With increasing CB 

concentrations in the composite, the leakage current component (the squarer loop) 

became larger and the switching area became narrower.  This phenomenon can be 

explained by the fact that increasing the CB content separates the crystalline regions 

into smaller and smaller aggregates that need less and less energy to change their 

orientation [1].  All loops are considered symmetrical to the zero bias point although, 

in reality the signal shifted marginally into the positive region.  This is because the 

polarization of polymers undergoes repetitive switching in polarity with voltage that 

follows the sequence of -6 V to 0 V; 0 V to +6 V and then back to -6 V.  Amorphous 

regions with higher entropy correlate with the longer hysteresis baseline to align the 

dipoles up from -6 V to 0 V. 

Table 5.8, Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 report the phase and d 33
 responses 

corresponding to changes in the DC voltage.  The figures compare the 100% as-spun 

PVDF (HPF-0006_AS) with the as-spun 85/15 PVDF/CB fiber (HPF-0007_AS).  

The HPF-0007_AS sample evoked a greater piezoelectric effect by a factor of 3 
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higher than the HPF-0006_AS sample.  It also had a longer hysteresis baseline.  The 

significant piezoelectric response is undoubtedly contributed by the presence of the 

carbon black.  Similar improvements in dielectric effect was achieved by Dang and 

coworkers, Nan and Pecharroman by filling PVDF composites with Li doped NiO 

[22,54,55,56].  These findings confirm that when CB is incorporated into a polymer 

as an electrical conducting phase, its presence contributes to the piezoelectric 

performance of the composite as long as the concentration does not approach or 

exceed the percolation threshold. 
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Figure 5.11:  Phases of HPF-0006_AS and HPF-0007_AS vs. DC Voltage 
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Figure 5.12:  Piezoconstants of HPF-0006_AS and HPF-0007_AS vs. DC Voltage 

 

5.3.2      Contributions of Drawing Process to Piezoelectric Properties 

              Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 illustrate the relationship between the drawing 
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process at an elevated temperature and the piezoelectric effects produced.  By 

comparing the 100% as-spun PVDF sample (HPF-0006_AS) with the 100% drawn 

PVDF (HPF-0006_AN) it is clear that the drawn fiber displayed a higher d 33
 by a 

factor of 13 times when tested at approximately ±5.5 V.  However, the remanent d 33
 

was driven by a very narrow range of coercive voltage, which was ± 0.8 V.  This is a 

very typical feature of piezoelectric materials that emit or receive signals at low 

applied voltages.  But it is also considered a disadvantage of pure PVDF material 

because if electrical signals are too close, there may be difficulties in quantitative 

analysis and a risk of inaccurate operation.  CB filled PVDF and HDPE composite 

fibers effectively resolve this dilemma.  As can be seen in Figure 5.10, a wider range 

of operating voltages around ± 1.5 V was observed for all the control samples. 
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Figure 5.13:  Comparison of phases of HPF-0006_AN and HPF-0006_AS vs. DC Voltage 
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Figure 5.14:  Comparison of Piezoconstants of HPF-0006_AN and HPF-0006_AS vs. DC 
Voltage 

 
 

5.3.3       Correlations of PVDF and HDPE in Blends and Polarization Stability 

Figures 5.15 and 5.16 compare the drawn 85/15 PVDF/CB fiber sample 

(HPF-0007_AN) and its as-spun precursor (HPF-0007_AS) in terms of the phase and 

piezoconstant responses to changes in applied voltage.  The results show that the 

drawing process did promote some increased piezoconstant in the composite.  

However, the drawn HPF-0007_AN fiber exhibits signal noise during the decay of 

polarization when compared to its as-spun counter part (Figure 5.15).  A similar level 

of noise was not detected in any of the other drawn samples when HDPE, PVDF and 

CB were blended together.  Previous research has suggested that polarization 

stability is influenced by melting temperature, because of Coulomb interactions 

between injected and trapped charges and oriented dipoles in the copolymer crystals 

[57].  The decay of polarization in the drawn 85/15 PVDF/CB fiber HPF-0007_AN, 

without HDPE can be caused by the thermally activated removal of the trapped 

charges from the traps at the surface of the crystals.  In other words, HDPE may play 

a role in trapping the charges and stabilizing the orientation of dipoles in the 

semicrystalline or amorphous regions [ 58 ].  In a similar mechanism Gao and 

Scheinbeim have previously shown that nylon 11 when blended with PVDF films, 

has the ability to facilitate the migration of charge along the phase interface due to its 

higher ionic conductivity [59].  It is believed that CB has a different distribution 
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between the HDPE and PVDF phases, because it prefers to occupy sites where it 

requires a lower energy level to be located within the polycrystalline lattice.  The 

segregation of impurities and voids forms anisotropic centers and favors a certain 

direction for spontaneous polarization.  Therefore the d 33
 in the z-axis probably 

coincides with the preferred direction in which the polar grains are aligned.  The 

decrease of d 33
 after the CB exceeds 15% is explained by the aging of the dielectric 

dispersion by assuming that the concentration of CB has reached its solubility limit 

[60]. 
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Figure 5.15:  Comparison of phases of HPF-0007_AS and HPF-0007_AN vs. DC Voltage 
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Figure 5.16:  Comparison of Piezoconstants of HPF-0007_AS and HPF-0007_AN vs. DC 
Voltage 
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The topographical images (magnification: 2000x) of selected drawn (AN) 

and as-spun (AS) samples are presented in Figures 5.17 to 5.22.  There are 4 images 

taken for the cross-section of each fiber specimen focused within the range of 5 to 10 

square microns.  The two images in the left column feature the surface roughness of 

the fibers in a static state when piezoelectric effects were not activated.  The two 

images in the right column capture the changes in piezoelectric strain by tracking 

changes in voltage at the moment when the AC oscillating field is applied.  The 

whiter color refers to regions sensing higher voltage which correlates with more 

active piezoelectric behavior.  On the contrary, the darker color stands for less 

piezoelectric effect.  Black and white areas shift in turn when the direction of 

polarization changes following the applied voltage.  The piezoelectric behavior of the 

drawn samples in Figures 5.17 and 5.18 appears more active with greater black and 

white contrast than for the as-spun fibers as shown in Figure 5.19.  The unique 

features of the piezoelectric pattern evident in Figures 5.21 and 5.22 are seen as white 

regions in long wide stripes across the scanned areas in 100% PVDF fibers (HPF-

0006_AN) and PVDF/CB fibers (HPF-0007_AS) without HDPE.  For the other 

composite fibers that contain HDPE, Figures 5.17, 5.18, 5.19 and 5.20 show much 

smaller, discrete regions of highly piezoelectric activity with many isolated and 

discontinuous white regions.  This phenomenon confirms the intensity of charges and 

the distribution of the polarized PVDF grains within the crystalline regions have been 

significantly changed by the presence of HDPE in the composite structure [61]. 
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Figure 5.17:  HPF-0001_AN topography and piezoresponse AFM images 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 5.18:  HPF-0002_AN topography and piezoresponse AFM images 
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Figure 5.19:  HPF-0002_AS topography and piezoresponse AFM images 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5.20:  HPF-0005_AS topography and piezoresponse AFM images 
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Figure 5.21:  HPF-0006_AN topography and piezoresponse AFM images 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5.22:  HPF-0007_AS topography and piezoresponse AFM images 
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5.3.4   Results of Tensile Tests and Mechanical Properties 

              In order for a fiber to act as a sensor or an actuator, it should possess both a 

high sensitivity to strain and to be able to withstand significant stresses.  All the 

drawn samples and the HPF-0007_AS sample showed significant piezoelectric 

behavior.  Their remanent and peak piezoconstants, therefore, were used as inputs for 

Equation VI together with their corresponding applied voltage (V) and their elastic 

modulus (E), to predict the mechanical force generated for a given length of fiber on 

the macro-scale. 

              The mean elastic modulus of each sample was calculated from 10 tensile 

tests and the results are shown in Table 5.9.  The stress vs. strain curves are presented 

in Figure 8.3 in the Appendix.  The drawn fiber (HPF-0005_AN) did not appear to 

have consistent elastic behavior due to the high CB concentration that made the 

fibers brittle.  The mean elastic modulus results are shown in Figure 5.23. 

 

Table 5.9:   Tensile properties of selected fibers (mean + standard deviation) 

 

  E (N/mm²) σ (N/mm²) ε (%) 
HPF-0001_AN 415.3±46.4 70.1±9.3 18.4±6.0 
HPF-0002_AN 953.0±218.2 107.2±15.7 23.5±6.0 
HPF-0003_AN 417.4±124.6 40.5±7.9 12.7±8.2 
HPF-0004_AN 881.7±338.1 68.9±15.5 24.0±14.4 
HPF-0005_AN N/A N/A N/A 
HPF-0006_AN 2212.6±323.4 288.6±38.7 27.1±8.0 
HPF-0007_AN 1654.6±196.5 123.0±16.2 18.4±7.5 
HPF-0007_AS 328.4±61.5 360.7±93.0 40.5±17.6 

Note : E: Elastic Modulus;  σ: Peak Stress;  ε: Strain at Peak Stress 
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Figure 5.23:   Elastic modulus of selected piezoelectric fibers 

 

Given these experimental values for the elastic modulus of the composite 

fibers exhibiting piezoelectric properties, it was then possible to calculate and predict 

the mechanical or tensile force generated within a given length of each of the 

different types of fibers using Equation (VI). 

Table 5.10 presents the calculated mechanical stresses generated by the CB 

filled PVDF and HDPE composite fibers, assuming that the length of the specimen 

presented to the AFM machine was equal to the thickness of the cardboard used, 

namely 0.4 mm.  While the actual diameter of each type of fiber was different, they 

all fell within a similar range of 100-143 microns.  The calculations in Table 5.10 

provide an estimate of the maximum mechanical stress generated by a single fiber 

from each sample, as well as the maximum force that could be expected from a fiber 

having a length of 35 cm and a cross-sectional area of 26 mm2.  This would be the 

anticipated length of an artificial phalageal muscle in the forearm capable of causing 

complete finger flexion [22].    
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Table 5.10:   Calculated mechanical stresses generated by selected samples 

 

 

The above conclusions are valid provided the following two assumptions are 

correct.  First, the interface of connected units is continuous and uniformly charged 

by the electric field; and, second, the epoxy adhesive should allow the displacement 

of fibers with very low constraints, e.g. the modulus of the epoxy should be no 

greater than that of the fiber.   

For a regular insulator or insulator-metal transition material, it is invariably 

a challenge to create a uniformly distributed electrical field around a long fiber 

which is free from constraints.  A conductive-piezoelectric-conductive composite 

structure will eventually act as a polymeric electrode sandwiching the piezoelectric 

components within the fiber so that any strain change results from the presence of an 

applied electric field.  The images taken by SEM provided some collaborative 

evidence of this sandwiching structure and were in agreement with the PFM 

topographical images.  They also explained why there were differences in 

piezoelectric effects between the samples. 

 

 Sample ID Diameter 
(µm) 

Cross-
sectional 
area 
(µm2) 

Estimated 
stress in each 
fiber 
(N/mm2) 

Estimated 
stress in each 
fiber (gf/den) 

Estimated force 
generated on fiber 
bundle, 35 cm long 
& 26 mm2 area (N)

HPF-
0001_AN 112.2  9882  3.82E-06 2.86E-08 8.68E-02 

HPF-
0002_AN 99.6 7787  1.73E-05 1.29E-07 3.93E-01 

HPF-
0003_AN 137.1 1.475E04 8.81E-06 6.61E-08 2.00E-01 

HPF-
0004_AN 119.7 1.125E04 2.19E-05 1.63E-07 4.98E-01 

HPF-
0005_AN 115.4 1.045E04 0.00E+00 N/A N/A 

HPF-
0006_AN 112.9 1.000E04 4.06E-04 2.59E-06 9.23E+00 

HPF-
0007_AN 114.8  1.035E04 9.01E-05 5.48E-07 2.05E+00 

HPF-
0007_AS 142.5  1.594E04 8.49E-06 5.26E-08 1.93E-01 
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5.4         Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

 

5.4.1      Composites Fibers Spun and Drawn from Immiscible Components 

In Figure 5.24 (1), images a and b the cross-section of the virgin PVDF 

fibers are presented at magnifications of 655 x and 1310 x.  In comparison, Figure 

5.24 (2) images a – f present views of the PVDF/HDPE fiber cross-sections with 

increasing CB content.  The increased texture of the sections points to a uniformly 

diffused yet segregated second phase.  It appears that HDPE spreads throughout the 

fiber cross-section due to its lower density and higher mass fraction. 

              Since PVDF and HDPE are immiscible, they tend to remain as discrete and 

independent regions through-out the fiber cross-sections.  With the increase of CB in 

the composite fibers, the interface goes through a transition from spiral voids (c, d) 

through a sheath-core structure (e, f, g, h) to a sandwich structure with over-lapping 

layers and with the HDPE phase becoming more and more discontinuous (i, j).  

Figure 5.24:  Scanning electron microscopy cross-sectional images (1) 
a. HPF-0006_AS (655x)                         b. HPF-0006_AS (1310x) 

   
 

5.4.2      Distribution of Carbon Black 

Images k, l and m in Figure 5.24 focus on the interfaces in HPF-0001_AS, 

HPF-0003_AN and HPF-0004_AN.  During the PFM observations the small white 

particles appeared to be conductive and were therefore assumed to represent CB 

powder, having a particle size between 20 nm to 100 nm.  Visible bumps underneath 

the surface were believed to be aggregates of non-dispersed CB because the 

dispersing rates of CB in the two polymer phases are different.  From the images at 
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5000x magnification it is possible to distinguish the uneven distribution of the CB 

particles within the HDPE and PVDF phases. 

HDPE tends to have much more attraction for CB as seen in Figure 5.24, 

image m.  This phenomenon favors the poling of PVDF in the regions where the 

HDPE/CB mixture was located.  The HDPE regions containing CB content are 

believed to function as micro-electrodes clamping the PVDF regions in place along 

the fiber axis. 

5.4.3     Surface Morphohlogy 

             Figure 5.25 presents the surface morphology of the 6 samples with different 

CB concentrations and post-extruding processes.  Blended as-spun fibers have 

rougher surfaces, and appear to be modified and smoothened by drawing at elevated 

temperature.  Grooves in the longitudinal direction were probably due to the different 

elastic moduli and melt flow rates of the PVDF and HDPE polymers.  Energy may 

have been stored in these fibers during relaxation after drawing.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.24:  Scanning electron microscopy cross-sectional images (2) 
 
c. HPF-0001_AN (625x)                                      d. HPF-0001_AN (1250x) 
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e. HPF-0003_AN (625x)                                       f. HPF-0003_AN (1250x) 

   
 
 
 
 
g. HPF-0003_AS (625x)                                       h. HPF-0003_AS (5000x) 

   
 
 
i. HPF-0004_AN (625x)                                       j. HPF-0004_AN (1250x) 
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k. HPF-0001_AS (5000x) 

 

l. HPF-0003_AN (5000x) 

 

m. HPF-0004_AN (5000x) 
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Figure 5.25:  Scanning electron microscopy fiber lengthwise images 
a. HPF-0006_AS (312x)                             b. HPF-0001_AS (312x) 

   
c. HPF-0001_AN (312x)                           d. HPF-0003_AS (312x) 

   
 
e. HPF-0003_AN (312x)                           f. HPF-0004_AN (312x) 

   
 

 

5.5         X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

  

              The x-ray diffractographs (See Appendix) compared the as-spun with the 

drawn fibers including both mono and biconstituent fibers.  Diffraction angles, d-

spacings at different crystalline lattice planes were located and calculated by Model 

Pearson VII.  Based on the description of the unit cells for PVDF and HDPE, it 
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appears that there are only two crystalline structures, namely monoclinic and 

orthorhombic in α-; γ- and β-; δ- phases, respectively.  HDPE only exhibits the 

orthorhombic structure (Table 5.11). 
 
Table 5.11:  Lattice Structures of different phases of PVDF and HDPE 
 

Polymer PVDF HDPE 
Phase (Form) α-II β-I γ-III δ-IV High Density
Melting T (ºC) 178 191 184 170 137 
Cryst. Planes Monoclinic Orthorhombic Monoclinic Orthorhombic Orthorhombic
Unit Cell (Å) a=9.6 

b=5.02 
c=4.64 
β=97º 

a=8.58 
b=4.91 
c=2.56 

a=4.97 
b=9.66 
c=9.18 
β=97º 

a=4.96 
b=9.64 
c=4.62 

a=7.40 
b=9.64 
c=4.62 

       

       Table 5.11 shows the unit cells and crystalline structures of all possible 

polymorphs observed in the PVDF and HDPE phases.   

Table 5.12 lists the crystalline structures of the polymer lattices with 

different orientations and at different 2-θ angles.  3D vector indices from [001] to 

[433] were added into the [hkl] planes in the equations corresponding to monoclinic 

and orthorhombic structures.  The [hkl] vectors reflecting the specific d-spacings 

received from the XRD data are shown in the table below. 

 
Table 5.12:  Calculation of reflective planes by XRD data 
 
Sample ID Angle (º) d(Å) Planes Crys. Structure 
HPF-0001_AN 18.6437  4.75934  020 d-ortho 
  20.5109  4.33010  101 g-ortho 
  21.8985  4.05876  011 d-ortho 
HPF-0002_AN 18.2854  4.85177 020 d-ortho 
  19.1010  4.64643 001 d-ortho 
  19.7484  4.49553 110 g-ortho 
  20.5849  4.31471 110 d-ortho 
  21.3015  4.17114 011 d-ortho 
  22.0937  4.02334 011 d-ortho 
HPF-0003_AN 18.5774  4.77619 020 d-ortho 
  19.6917  4.50836 002 g-ortho 
  20.9949  4.23135 101 g-ortho 
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  22.3535  3.97717 111 g-ortho 
HPF-0004_AN 17.4797  5.07356 100 d-ortho 
  18.2801  4.85319 020 g-ortho 
  18.9893  4.67349 001 d-ortho 
  19.6905  4.50862 002 g-ortho 
  20.5111  4.33005 101 g-ortho 
  21.3505  4.16168 011 d-ortho 
  22.1034  4.02160  011 d-ortho 

HPF-0005_AN N/A N/A N/A N/A 
HPF-0006_AN 37.7574  2.38258  202 g-ortho 
  42.0936  2.14663  212 g-ortho 
HPF-0007_AN 40.3225  2.23673  220/033 d-ortho/g-ortho 
  53.1761  1.72244  132/223 d-ortho/g-ortho 
          
HPF-0002_AS 20.3761  4.35844  101 g-ortho 
  24.8546  3.58232  120 g-ortho 
  36.8322  2.44027  020 g-mono 
HPF-0003_AS 20.3616  4.36151  101 g-ortho 
  25.0758  3.55123  120 g-ortho 
HPF-0004_AS 18.4646  4.80510  020 g-ortho 
  19.6007  4.52907  120 g-ortho 
  20.6999  4.29099  021 g-ortho 
  22.0946  4.02319  012 g-ortho 
HPF-0006_AS 18.5060  4.79443  020 g-ortho 
  19.2545  4.60973  002 g-ortho 
  19.7200  4.50195  100 g-ortho 
  20.1015  4.41735  110 g-ortho 
  20.7833  4.27396  021 g-ortho 

HPF-0005_AS N/A N/A N/A N/A 
HPF-0007_AS 18.3881  4.82492  020 d-ortho/g-ortho 
  19.2498  4.61084  001/002 d-ortho/g-ortho 
  19.8135  4.48090  110 d-ortho/g-ortho 
  20.7112  4.28867  021 g-ortho 

 
Note  g: γ     

d: δ 
ortho: orthorhombic 
mono: monoclinic 
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5.5.1      As-spun Samples 

It is interesting to find that all the measured as-spun (AS) fiber samples 

were composed of γ-orthorhombic crystalline lattices, except for HPF-0007_AS 

which was a mixture of δ and γ forms.  Corresponding diffraction angles varied 

randomly from 18º to 36º as well as in the reflective planes.  

5.5.2      Drawn Samples 

However, all the drawn (AN) fiber samples from HPF-0001_AN to HPF-

0004_AN exhibited multiple peaks with diffractive angles in the region of 2θ from 

18.2º to 22.3º, which are identified mostly in a δ-orthorhombic structure and the rest 

in a γ-orthorhombic structure.  The reflective planes at 020, 011, 101, 001 were 

clearly visible.  The 100% PVDF (HPF-0006_AN) sample showed larger area 

peaks in the region of 2θ at 37º and 42º, which are characteristic of the γ phase in an 

orthorhombic crystal structure with reflective planes 202 and 212.  A rise of 

diffractive angles was also observed in the 85/15 PVDF/CB blend (HPF-0007_AN) 

at approximately 40º and 53º with the reflective planes 220, 132 (δ-orthorhombic) 

and/or 033, 233 (γ-orthorhombic).  

5.5.3      In general 

The diffraction peaks of the PVDF polymer dominated the blends and 

masked those of HDPE.  Through the data reported, it indicates that the crystalline 

content is significantly changed due to the drawing process and different 

concentrations of CB filler.  The spectra explain that the degree of crystallinity is 

not reduced but separated into smaller regions in agreement with the results from 

DSC.  Reports in the literature by Adem, Rickards and Muňoz [62] indicate that the 

β phase of PVDF corresponds to the 021 reflection in the vicinity of 26.5º.  

However, no significant peak was observed in this region for any of the drawn 

PVDF composite fibers.  This provides additional evidence that supports the claim 

that the PVDF existed in a new phase that can be transformed into the β phase when 

exposed too high power electrical fields. 

This new phase in the CB filled PVDF/HDPE is believed to be the δ phase 
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that contributes significantly to the piezoelectric properties of the composite after 

being poled with a high power electric field.  This finding is in agreement with 

Scheinbeim and coworkers who have identified the presence of δ phase in poled 

PVDF films [63].  The γ phase, which is a mixture of α and β phases, gives rise to 

the piezoelectric properties directly due to the pre-existence of the highly oriented β 

phase after drawing.  High performance piezoelectric properties have also been 

observed with those PVDF samples that contain lattice planes with both δ phase 

mixed with γ phase. 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
              The primary results from this study indicate that carbon black (CB) filled 

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and high density polyethylene (HDPE) composite 

fibers are a possible candidate for consideration as biosensors and actuators in 

applications such as artificial muscles.  With a view to meeting the requirements of 

muscle fiber substitutes, the drawn composite fibers have the following characteristics: 

 the presence of permanent molecular dipoles;  

 the ability to reorient the dipoles under electric stimulation; and 

 the ability to sustain mechanical stress while undergoing large 

strains, or vice versa. 

 

6.1 Conclusions 

 

            The following paragraphs set out the conclusions of this study by addressing 

each of the five objectives listed in Section 3.4. 

1. HDPE and PVDF materials were observed to have relatively stable 

melting temperatures, although the melting temperatures of the spun and 

drawn fibers were found to be lower than for their respective polymer 

pellets.  Within the composite fibers these two polymers remained as two 

discrete and immiscible phases, each responsible for its own individual 

endotherm peak.  With the addition of CB to the composite fibers the 

degree of crystallinity of the HDPE phase decreases by a factor of about 2 

times.  This is explained by the fact that CB is not evenly distributed 

between the polymer phases, but is selectively located in the HDPE phase.  

The observation of additional endotherms near the melt point of the spun 

and drawn PVDF fiber with different CB concentrations is evidence of 

phase transformations of the non-polar α-form of PVDF to its polar forms. 
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2. Seven specimens of CB filled HDPE/PVDF composite monofilament 

fibers were successfully melt spun using a laboratory extruder with 

loadings of CB ranging from zero to 27.7%.  Part of these as-spun fiber 

samples were then drawn at an elevated temperature with a draw ratio of 

about x2.  This provided a series of 14 composite fiber samples for 

piezoelectric and other analyses.  It is believed that this is the first time 

that this type of CB filled polymer blend has been successfully spun and 

drawn into continuous filaments.   

  

3. The use of a piezoresponse force microscope (PFM) in this study provided 

a novel approach to investigating the piezoconstant (d 33
) along the z-axis 

and the polarization or phase switching of the spun and drawn 

ferroelectric fibers when exposed to coupled oscillating E-fields.  By 

increasing the concentration in the composite fibers produced an 

increasing ferroelectric hysteresis and d 33
 response.  A percolation 

threshold of 10.2% CB by weight was found.  Above this concentration in 

CB, the piezoelectric properties started to phase out due to electric 

breakdown.  A blend of 56% PVDF, 32% HDPE and 12% CB provided 

the optimum piezoelectric effect of all the spun and drawn composite 

fibers.  The above sample with a diameter of 120 microns and 0.40 

millimeters in length was found to generate a longitudinal tensile stress of 

about 2.19E-05 N/mm².  This information was then used to design a 35 

cm long muscle fiber actuator for distal interphalangeal flexion.  It was 

predicted that it would be necessary to apply a uniform charge of ±4.5 V 

to a bundle of these piezoelectric fibers measuring 26 mm2 in cross-

section in order to generate the required force of 0.5 N.  Although the 

spun and drawn composite fibers in this study gave lower piezoelectric 

constants and electromechanical stress than the pure PVDF fibers, the 
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enhancement of coercive voltage on operations and conductivity suggests 

the possibility of a wide range of applications for this material. 

 

4. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images gave evidence of the 

immiscibility of the PVDF and HDPE phases in the composite fibers.  

With an increase in CB, the interface of the two polymers went through a 

transition from spiral voids through a sheath-core structure to an over-

lapping layers or sandwiching structure.  The discontinuity of the PVDF 

was caused by the fact that the CB was selectively dispersed almost 

exclusively in the HDPE phase.  X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis 

confirmed that the PVDF crystalline regions in the spun and drawn fibers 

had a crystal lattice corresponding to a majority of polymer being in the δ-

form and only a small quantity in the γ-form.   

 

5. The β-form is the only type of PVDF that exhibits the piezoelectric 

behavior.  Although the δ-form is a polar α-form, it is considered superior 

to other PVDF polymorphs because it consumes less energy to crystallize 

and is easily transformed to the polar β-form when exposed to high power  

electric fields.  As a result of this study CB filled HDPE/PVDF composite 

fibers have been shown to have a unique structure in which the conductive 

CB is distributed almost exclusively in the HDPE conductive phase.  The 

conductive HDPE acts as an integrated electrode clamping the PVDF 

phase and causing the electric field to charge the piezoelectric area more 

effectively.  This feature may facilitate the design for future piezoelectric 

fibers that will function more efficiently on a large scale. 

 

6.2 Recommendations 

 

               The recommendations for future work can be stated as follows: 
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1.  Since the PVDF is an anisotropic material, it will be interesting to test the 

piezoelectric behavior along the other x- and y-axes, namely the d13
 and 

d 23
 responses. 

                

2.  While the PFM was able to measure the piezoelectric effect of changes in 

strain under different applied voltages for the fiber specimens measuring 

0.40 mm in length, it is also necessary to measure the inverse relationship on 

longer fiber specimens.  The spontaneous change of voltage could be 

measured by connecting a potentiometer to fiber specimens mounted in a 

mechanical test system operating within the elastic region.  The data should 

be compared to those from the PFM analysis reported here so as to evaluate 

the efficiency of electrical and mechanical energy transformations. 

             

3.  Ferroelectric materials are likely to be moisture and temperature 

dependent. Some future work needs to be conducted in different 

environments, such as physiological conditions, (i.e. 37 degrees C and 100% 

relative humidity), so as to predict the stability of the piezoelectric response 

and define the limiting conditions for optimum performance. 
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8.0   APPENDIX 

Tables 
Table 8.1:  Diameter of 14 samples of as-spun and drawn filaments (unit: µm) 
 
Sample ID: 

HPF-0001_AS
    

Sample ID: 

HPF-0001_AN
    

Tests M X Tests M X 

1 43.9  110.2 1 44.0  110.4  

2 45.1  113.2 2 53.8  135.0  

3 44.8  112.4 3 38.5  96.6  

4 50.9  127.8 4 42.6  106.9  

5 58.1  145.8 5 39.5  99.1  

6 45.1  113.2 6 38.2  95.9  

7 38.2  95.9  7 45.5  114.2  

8 43.9  110.2 8 48.5  121.7  

9 46.6  117.0 9 50.2  126.0  

10 50.0  125.5 10 46.3  116.2  

            

  Mean X = 117.1   Mean X = 112.2  

  STDEV = 13.4    STDEV = 13.1  

 
 
 
Sample ID: 

HPF-0002_AS
    

Sample ID: 

HPF-0002_AN
    

Tests M X Tests M X 

1 42.5  106.7 1 34.9  87.6  

2 40.5  101.7 2 36.2  90.9  

3 46.8  117.5 3 38.5  96.6  

4 50.4  126.5 4 38.9  97.6  

5 40.9  102.7 5 36.8  92.4  

6 44.1  110.7 6 40.7  102.2  

7 42.1  105.7 7 40.7  102.2  

8 45.0  113.0 8 42.6  106.9  

9 45.3  113.7 9 43.5  109.2  

10 47.2  118.5 10 44.0  110.4  

            

  Mean X = 111.6   Mean X = 99.6  

  STDEV = 7.8    STDEV = 7.9  
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Sample ID: 

HPF-0003_AS
    

Sample ID: 

HPF-0003_AN
    

Tests M X Tests M X 

1 54.2  136.0 1 52.1  130.8  

2 54.1  135.8 2 52.9  132.8  

3 57.9  145.3 3 54.9  137.8  

4 56.4  141.6 4 54.8  137.5  

5 55.8  140.1 5 54.7  137.3  

6 53.9  135.3 6 54.6  137.0  

7 62.2  156.1 7 55.4  139.1  

8 59.5  149.3 8 55.4  139.1  

9 61.2  153.6 9 56.0  140.6  

10 62.4  156.6 10 55.4  139.1  

            

  Mean X = 145.0   Mean X = 137.1  

  STDEV = 8.5    STDEV = 3.0  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sample ID: 

HPF-0004_AS
    

Sample ID: 

HPF-0004_AN
    

Tests M X Tests M X 

1 58.8  147.6 1 49.0  123.0  

2 49.0  123.0 2 48.9  122.7  

3 49.1  123.2 3 49.5  124.2  

4 54.4  136.5 4 46.7  117.2  

5 57.0  143.1 5 46.9  117.7  

6 50.7  127.3 6 46.1  115.7  

7 51.6  129.5 7 48.5  121.7  

8 42.6  106.9 8 48.0  120.5  

9 50.1  125.8 9 46.5  116.7  

10 53.4  134.0 10 46.9  117.7  

            

  Mean X = 129.7   Mean X = 119.7  

  STDEV = 11.5   STDEV = 3.1  
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Sample ID: 

HPF-0005_AS
    

Sample ID: 

HPF-0005_AN
    

Tests M X Tests M X 

1 52.6  132.0 1 47.4  119.0  

2 52.6  132.0 2 46.4  116.5  

3 52.7  132.3 3 44.0  110.4  

4 53.6  134.5 4 44.5  111.7  

5 53.4  134.0 5 47.1  118.2  

6 52.6  132.0 6 46.0  115.5  

7 54.0  135.5 7 48.3  121.2  

8 51.2  128.5 8 49.1  123.2  

9 53.5  134.3 9 42.2  105.9  

10 49.9  125.2 10 44.9  112.7  

            

  Mean X = 132.1   Mean X = 115.4  

  STDEV = 3.1    STDEV = 5.3  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sample ID: 

HPF-0006_AS
    

Sample ID: 

HPF-0006_AN
    

Tests M X Tests M X 

1 72.0  180.7 1 41.9  105.2  

2 72.1  181.0 2 40.5  101.7  

3 71.6  179.7 3 44.9  112.7  

4 71.8  180.2 4 47.1  118.2  

5 69.1  173.4 5 46.2  116.0  

6 67.8  170.2 6 46.0  115.5  

7 67.3  168.9 7 46.4  116.5  

8 71.7  180.0 8 46.8  117.5  

9 72.0  180.7 9 41.4  103.9  

10 63.9  160.4 10 48.7  122.2  

            

  Mean X = 175.5   Mean X = 112.9  

  STDEV = 7.1    STDEV = 6.9  
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Sample ID: 

HPF-0007_AS
    

Sample ID: 

HPF-0007_AN
    

Tests M X Tests M X 

1 55.8  140.1 1 47.2  118.5  

2 54.9  137.8 2 45.1  113.2  

3 56.3  141.3 3 44.8  112.4  

4 56.8  142.6 4 49.2  123.5  

5 56.7  142.3 5 44.0  110.4  

6 56.9  142.8 6 46.3  116.2  

7 57.4  144.1 7 45.6  114.5  

8 57.4  144.1 8 45.8  115.0  

9 58.0  145.6 9 44.4  111.4  

10 57.4  144.1 10 45.0  113.0  

            

  Mean X = 142.5   Mean X = 114.8  

  STDEV = 2.3    STDEV = 3.8  
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Table 8.2:  Modulus of selected samples showing piezoelectric behaviors 
 
  HPF-0001_AN HPF-0002_AN HPF-0003_AN HPF-0004_AN
Diameter (µm) 112.20  99.60  137.10  119.70  
Gauge Length 
(mm) 152.00  152.00  152.00  152.00  

1 429.468  951.724  387.638  798.518  
2 350.595  752.258  412.490  1313.285  
3 343.722  745.621  481.574  1026.120  
4 441.555  618.395  349.042  775.175  
5 428.026  1042.210  431.815  441.455  
6 383.168  1048.450  573.141  1524.208  
7 490.892  1320.702  483.891  565.886  
8 415.322  806.728  202.416  846.437  
9 407.689  1158.294  260.311  579.544  
10 462.585  1085.341  591.394  946.754  
Mean (N/mm²) 415.302  952.972  417.371  881.738  
St. Dev. 46.431 218.224 124.612 338.056 
          
  HPF-0005_AN HPF-0006_AN HPF-0007_AN HPF-0007_AS
Diameter (µm) 115.4 112.90  114.80  142.50  
Gauge Length 
(mm) N/A 152.00  152.00  50.00  

1 N/A 1910.135  1493.842  306.168  
2 N/A 1989.820  1607.250  274.798  
3 N/A 1997.231  1539.939  231.821  
4 N/A 1880.949  1450.476  268.838  
5 N/A 2087.862  1406.664  387.415  
6 N/A 2542.283  2047.907  386.474  
7 N/A 2501.995  1837.982  397.865  
8 N/A 2229.983  1725.298  297.660  
9 N/A 2865.936  1689.865  333.159  
10 N/A 2119.403  1747.100  400.271  
Mean (N/mm²) N/A 2212.560  1654.632  328.447  
St. Dev. N/A 323.407 196.494 61.515 
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Table 8.3:  Calculation of [hkl] planes with d-spacings from XRD data (1) 
 
Monoclinic:  
 
h k l d(pvdf-a) d(pvdf-g-m)) d(pvdf-g-o) 

0 0 1 1.76138 0.979387967 9.18 

0 0 2 0.88069 0.489693983 4.59 

0 0 3 0.587127 0.326462656 3.06 

0 1 0 5.02 4.93 9.66 

0 1 1 1.66204 0.960615877 6.654462768 

0 1 2 0.867442 0.487295972 4.145794219 

0 1 3 0.583152 0.325749226 2.917140285 

0 2 0 2.51 2.465 4.83 

0 2 1 1.441796 0.910178336 4.274457987 

0 2 2 0.83102 0.480307939 3.327231384 

0 2 3 0.571694 0.323636677 2.584904431 

0 3 0 1.673333 1.643333333 3.22 

0 3 1 1.213158 0.841307967 3.038500776 

0 3 2 0.779341 0.469300821 2.636036767 

0 3 3 0.554013 0.320205292 2.218154256 

1 0 0 3.644234 3.28740302 4.97 

1 0 1 1.207467 0.76477355 4.370579442 

1 0 2 0.717752 0.429852152 3.371967363 

1 0 3 0.510244 0.298814992 2.605714357 

1 1 0 2.949088 2.735096089 4.41938818 

1 1 1 1.173984 0.755734524 3.981979855 

1 1 2 0.710526 0.42822748 3.183586655 

1 1 3 0.507629 0.298267612 2.515795256 

1 2 0 2.067129 1.972159018 3.463762694 

1 2 1 1.088108 0.730426783 3.240747602 

1 2 2 0.690091 0.423461812 2.764850249 

1 2 3 0.500017 0.296643347 2.293275362 

1 3 0 1.520685 1.469907861 2.702394273 

1 3 1 0.97916 0.693366533 2.592400732 

1 3 2 0.659631 0.415860795 2.328755047 

1 3 3 0.488058 0.293994226 2.025571051 

2 0 0 1.822117 1.64370151 2.485 

2 0 1 0.912857 0.624750703 2.398669928 

2 0 2 0.603734 0.382386775 2.185289721 

2 0 3 0.450301 0.2752297 1.929028889 

2 1 0 1.712779 1.559317231 2.406644836 

2 1 1 0.898129 0.619793876 2.327974671 
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2 1 2 0.599414 0.381241709 2.131431435 

2 1 3 0.4485 0.274801794 1.891680258 

2 2 0 1.474544 1.367548044 2.20969409 

2 2 1 0.857883 0.60560262 2.148333115 

2 2 2 0.586992 0.377867262 1.990989928 

2 2 3 0.443225 0.273529953 1.791438101 

2 3 0 1.232473 1.162142292 1.967283394 

2 3 1 0.801367 0.583973177 1.923608419 

2 3 2 0.567901 0.372436974 1.808198709 

2 3 3 0.434832 0.271448903 1.654801875 

3 0 0 1.214745 1.095801007 1.656666667 

3 0 1 0.732294 0.527090548 1.630331428 

3 0 2 0.520119 0.343988728 1.558274651 

3 0 3 0.402489 0.254924517 1.456859814 

3 1 0 1.18067 1.069695484 1.632828766 

3 1 1 0.724624 0.524103598 1.607596967 

3 1 2 0.517349 0.34315442 1.538387552 

3 1 3 0.401202 0.25458439 1.440569227 

3 2 0 1.093425 1.001318607 1.567050748 

3 2 1 0.702986 0.515438503 1.544706436 

3 2 2 0.509299 0.340687454 1.483004562 

3 2 3 0.397412 0.25357212 1.394792373 

3 3 0 0.983029 0.911698696 1.473129393 

3 3 1 0.670865 0.501905147 1.45452065 

3 3 2 0.496679 0.336691495 1.402659452 

3 3 3 0.391328 0.251911508 1.327326618 

4 0 0 0.911059 0.821850755 1.2425 

4 0 1 0.610832 0.455401926 1.231273189 

4 0 2 0.456429 0.312375351 1.199334964 

4 0 3 0.363581 0.237292138 1.151216696 

4 1 0 0.896416 0.810663682 1.232347882 

4 1 1 0.606359 0.453471326 1.221391612 

4 1 2 0.454554 0.311750177 1.190196955 

4 1 3 0.362631 0.237017746 1.14312777 

4 2 0 0.85639 0.779658615 1.203322418 

4 2 1 0.59351 0.447823594 1.193115899 

4 2 2 0.449064 0.309896938 1.163987335 

4 2 3 0.359826 0.236200244 1.119847162 

4 3 0 0.800149 0.735052723 1.159194113 

4 3 1 0.573797 0.438862177 1.150061458 

4 3 2 0.440341 0.306880319 1.123906501 

4 3 3 0.355291 0.23485634 1.084019212 
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Table 8.3:  Calculation of [hkl] planes with d-spacings from XRD data (2) 
 
Orthorhombic:  
 
d(pvdf-d) h k l d(hdpe) d(pvdf-b) 

4.62 0 0 1 0.177538 0.177719 

2.31 0 0 2 0.169696 0.169854 

1.54 0 0 3 0.158658 0.158787 

9.64 0 1 0 0.177538 0.177719 

4.16625 0 1 1 0.174805 0.174977 

2.246405 0 1 2 0.167304 0.167455 

1.520718 0 1 3 0.156698 0.156822 

4.82 0 2 0 0.169696 0.169854 

3.335297 0 2 1 0.167304 0.167455 

2.083125 0 2 2 0.160694 0.160827 

1.466945 0 2 3 0.151227 0.151339 

3.213333 0 3 0 0.158658 0.158787 

2.637997 0 3 1 0.156698 0.156822 

1.87564 0 3 2 0.151227 0.151339 

1.38875 0 3 3 0.143258 0.143353 

4.96 1 0 0 0.180351 0.180553 

3.380647 1 0 1 0.177487 0.17768 

2.094037 1 0 2 0.169652 0.16982 

1.470741 1 0 3 0.158622 0.15876 

4.410442 1 1 0 0.177487 0.17768 

3.190165 1 1 1 0.174756 0.17494 

2.046315 1 1 2 0.167262 0.167423 

1.453917 1 1 3 0.156663 0.156796 

3.456689 1 2 0 0.169652 0.16982 

2.767739 1 2 1 0.167262 0.167423 

1.920614 1 2 2 0.160656 0.160799 

1.406711 1 2 3 0.151196 0.151315 

2.696846 1 3 0 0.158622 0.15876 

2.329073 1 3 1 0.156663 0.156796 

1.754391 1 3 2 0.151196 0.151315 

1.33732 1 3 3 0.143231 0.143333 

2.48 2 0 0 0.18019 0.180434 

2.185085 2 0 1 0.177334 0.177566 

1.690323 2 0 2 0.169518 0.169721 

1.308283 2 0 3 0.158512 0.158678 

2.401794 2 1 0 0.177334 0.177566 

2.131026 2 1 1 0.17461 0.174831 
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1.664922 2 1 2 0.167134 0.167328 

1.296399 2 1 3 0.156558 0.156717 

2.205221 2 2 0 0.169518 0.169721 

1.990133 2 2 1 0.167134 0.167328 

1.595083 2 2 2 0.160542 0.160714 

1.262599 2 2 3 0.151101 0.151245 

1.963282 2 3 0 0.158512 0.158678 

1.8069 2 3 1 0.156558 0.156717 

1.495972 2 3 2 0.151101 0.151245 

1.211703 2 3 3 0.143151 0.143273 

1.653333 3 0 0 0.179924 0.180234 

1.556657 3 0 1 0.17708 0.177376 

1.344454 3 0 2 0.169296 0.169555 

1.126882 3 0 3 0.158331 0.158543 

1.629541 3 1 0 0.17708 0.177376 

1.53675 3 1 1 0.174367 0.17465 

1.331567 3 1 2 0.166921 0.167169 

1.119261 3 1 3 0.156383 0.156587 

1.563888 3 2 0 0.169296 0.169555 

1.481321 3 2 1 0.166921 0.167169 

1.29502 3 2 2 0.160354 0.160574 

1.097293 3 2 3 0.150944 0.151127 

1.470147 3 3 0 0.158331 0.158543 

1.400928 3 3 1 0.156383 0.156587 

1.240271 3 3 2 0.150944 0.151127 

1.063388 3 3 3 0.143017 0.143173 

1.24 4 0 0 0.179552 0.179957 

1.197613 4 0 1 0.176726 0.177112 

1.092543 4 0 2 0.168987 0.169324 

0.965825 4 0 3 0.158078 0.158353 

1.229867 4 1 0 0.176726 0.177112 

1.188477 4 1 1 0.17403 0.174398 

1.085593 4 1 2 0.166624 0.166947 

0.961014 4 1 3 0.156139 0.156405 

1.200897 4 2 0 0.168987 0.169324 

1.162274 4 2 1 0.166624 0.166947 

1.065513 4 2 2 0.160091 0.160377 

0.947 4 2 3 0.150724 0.150963 

1.156853 4 3 0 0.158078 0.158353 

1.122206 4 3 1 0.156139 0.156405 

1.034389 4 3 2 0.150724 0.150963 

0.924948 4 3 3 0.142831 0.143034 
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Table 8.4:  Elastic modulus of selected fibers by 10 measurements (N/mm²) 
 
  HPF-0001_AN HPF-0002_AN HPF-0003_AN HPF-0004_AN
Diameter 
(µm) 112.2  99.6  137.1  119.7  

Gauge 
Length 
(mm) 

152.0  152.0  152.0  152.0  

1  429.5  951.7  387.6  798.5  
2  350.6  752.3  412.5  1313.3  
3  343.7  745.6  481.6  1026.1  
4  441.6  618.4  349.0  775.2  
5  428.0  1042.2  431.8  441.5  
6  383.2  1048.5  573.1  1524.2  
7  490.9  1320.7  483.9  565.9  
8  415.3  806.7  202.4  846.4  
9  407.7  1158.3  260.3  579.5  
10  462.6  1085.3  591.4  946.8  
Mean 
(N/mm²) 415.3  953.0  417.4  881.7  

St. Dev. 46.4  218.2  124.6  338.1  
          
  HPF-0005_AN HPF-0006_AN HPF-0007_AN HPF-0007_AS
Diameter 
(µm) 115.4  112.9  114.8  142.5  

Gauge 
Length 
(mm) 

152.0  152.0  152.0  50.0  

1  N/A 1910.1  1493.8  306.2  
2  N/A 1989.8  1607.3  274.8  
3  N/A 1997.2  1539.9  231.8  
4  N/A 1880.9  1450.5  268.8  
5  N/A 2087.9  1406.7  387.4  
6  N/A 2542.3  2047.9  386.5  
7  N/A 2502.0  1838.0  397.9  
8  N/A 2230.0  1725.3  297.7  
9  N/A 2865.9  1689.9  333.2  
10  N/A 2119.4  1747.1  400.3  
Mean 
(N/mm²) N/A 2212.6  1654.6  328.4  

St. Dev. N/A 323.4  196.5  61.5  
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Table 8.5:  Peak stresses of selected fibers by 10 measurements (N/mm²) 
 
  HPF-0001_AN HPF-0002_AN HPF-0003_AN HPF-0004_AN
Diameter 
(µm) 112.2  99.6  137.1  119.7  

Gauge 
Length 
(mm) 

152.0  152.0  152.0  152.0  

1 64.0  106.0  44.0  69.6  
2 70.8  96.1  57.2  80.3  
3 77.7  78.8  38.3  70.3  
4 63.0  104.5  47.0  91.4  
5 71.3  113.9  38.4  86.7  
6 74.5  129.5  36.8  49.2  
7 64.0  125.6  30.4  79.5  
8 88.9  93.7  30.7  48.7  
9 55.2  121.4  43.3  56.7  
10 71.7  102.2  39.0  56.4  
Mean 
(N/mm²) 70.1  107.2  40.5  68.9  

St. Dev. 9.3  15.7  7.9  15.5  
          
  HPF-0005_AN HPF-0006_AN HPF-0007_AN HPF-0007_AS
Diameter 
(µm) 115.4  112.9  114.8  142.5  

Gauge 
Length 
(mm) 

152.0  152.0  152.0  50.0  

1 N/A 264.8  158.2  201.4  
2 N/A 222.8  131.4  220.8  
3 N/A 287.6  104.7  363.7  
4 N/A 263.3  108.7  396.8  
5 N/A 284.1  117.4  353.5  
6 N/A 298.5  112.5  467.5  
7 N/A 359.5  138.6  304.3  
8 N/A 340.3  115.7  459.6  
9 N/A 288.6  127.0  428.8  
10 N/A 276.5  115.5  411.0  
Mean 
(N/mm²) N/A 288.6  123.0  360.7  

St. Dev. N/A 38.7  16.2  93.0  
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Table 8.6:  Strain change of selected fibers by 10 measurements (%) 
 
  HPF-0001_AN HPF-0002_AN HPF-0003_AN HPF-0004_AN
Diameter 
(µm) 112.2  99.6  137.1  119.7  

Gauge 
Length 
(mm) 

152.0  152.0  152.0  152.0  

1 16.4  23.2  12.6  19.9  
2 19.8  22.2  32.6  30.0  
3 22.4  14.2  8.6  24.1  
4 12.3  32.2  15.4  52.4  
5 30.1  24.3  9.1  38.1  
6 18.1  31.4  6.7  7.6  
7 11.4  24.3  5.4  12.4  
8 24.4  17.7  11.1  7.5  
9 12.0  28.4  19.1  15.7  
10 16.8  17.5  6.7  32.1  
Mean 
(%) 18.4  23.5  12.7  24.0  

St. Dev. 6.0  6.0  8.2  14.4  
          
  HPF-0005_AN HPF-0006_AN HPF-0007_AN HPF-0007_AS 
Diameter 
(µm) 115.4  112.9  114.8  142.5  

Gauge 
Length 
(mm) 

152.0  152.0  152.0  50.0  

1 N/A 26.6  35.6  13.1  
2 N/A 15.6  25.2  15.6  
3 N/A 28.7  12.0  48.7  
4 N/A 28.2  14.0  58.0  
5 N/A 27.5  18.9  59.6  
6 N/A 24.6  9.0  62.5  
7 N/A 43.5  19.6  28.6  
8 N/A 34.9  14.2  33.7  
9 N/A 17.8  17.7  45.2  
10 N/A 23.1  17.9  39.8  
Mean 
(%)) N/A 27.1  18.4  40.5  

St. Dev. N/A 8.0  7.5  17.6  
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Figures 
 
Figure 5.1:  DSC melt peaks of 14 grades of samples and 3 raw material pellets 
 
a. HPF-0001_AN                          b. HPF-0001_AS 

  
 
 
c. HPF-0002_AN                           d. HPF-0002_AS 

  
 
 
e. HPF-0003_AN                          f. HPF-0003_AS 
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g. HPF-0004_AN                        h. HPF-0004_AS 

  
 
 
i. HPF-0005_AN                          j. HPF-0005_AS 

  
 
k. HPF-0006_AN                           l. HPF-0006_AS 
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m. HPF-0007_AN                         n. HPF-0007_AS 

  
 
 
o. PVDF-1008-0001 Pellet                  p. PVDF-3108-0903 Pellet 

     
 
 
 
q. HDPE 2907 Pellet 
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Figure 5.2:  Thermal gravimetric analysis results (TGA) 
 
a. PVDF SOLEF™ 1008-0001                b. PVDF SOLEF™ 3108-0903 

   

 
c. HDPE SCLAIR™ 2907 
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Figure 8.1:  X-ray Diffraction Results (XRD) 
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Figure 8.2:  Piezoresponse force microscopy results 
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HPF-0003_AS Phase vs. DC Voltage
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HPF-0005_AS Phase vs. DC Voltage
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HPF-0006_AS Phase vs. DC Voltage
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HPF-0007_AS Phase vs. DC Voltage
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Figure 8.3:  Tensile tests on samples with piezoelectric effects (MTS) 
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